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SPORTS: Marshall County Sweeps Doubleheader From Murray

LEDGER&TIMEs
MURRAY

Saturday, December 10, 2005

MHS's Arnold
sees parallels
in chess, life
Senior claims
national place
trophy in
tournament
By ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
Bobby Fischer said that chess
is life. For Justin Arnold, that's
true. There are victories, defeats,
pieces taken and some sacrifices
along the way, too; all of which
blend into the satisfaction of a
game well played.
Last weekend, Arnold added
a new chapter to his life — and
his chess — with a top five finish in the National K12/Collegiate
Chess
Championship in Houston,
Texas. There, he competed
against fellow chess masters in
his class bracket (high school
seniors) and finished fourth in
the nation.
"This is the best result I've

had," the Murray High School
senior said during an interview
this past week. "It's just the satisfaction of preparing for so
long. I've come close and I've
got class prizes, but this is a
place prize and the top 10 take
precedent over the class prizes."
Arnold already has two
national class chess prizes and
two honorable mentions to his
name, -but never one of these,
so it's really satisfying. It's been
a long time coming to finally get
one...
Ten years, in fact. tie began
playing chess in the second
grade, picking up the basics of
the game — which piece goes
where, moves, etc. — but didn't
get serious about it until he was
in seventh grade. Then, it was
the love of competition that
matched his fire on the soccer
field, where he has played for
the Tigers since he was an eighth
grader.
His passion for chess is also
evident in his United States

Agriculture in
Kentucky eyes
$4 billion in
gross receipts
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOVIS‘1LLE, K) (API —
Kentucky agriculture will likely
yield a near-record $4 billion in
cash receipts this year amid
mixed results -- the livestock
sector flourished, grain farmers
struggled with loss prices and
tobacco's influence waned. ag
economists said Thursday.
The staie's signature equine
industry will exceed SI billion
in gross receipts in 2005. and the
growing poultry industry is
close behind at around $900
million, said Craig Infanger. a
University of Kentucky 'ag economist. Beef cank receipts also
were up.
The livestock sector's strong
showing offset declining cash
receipts for row crops and tobacco. fie said. High land '.aloe.
strong export markets and
infusion of government payments helped nurture the ag
industry in 2005 and leases it is
strong position for next year, he
said.
-This is a strong agnculturil
sector right now." Intanger salt
This year's farm cash irceipts
should come close to last year)
level, he said.
Despite lower crop prices'
amid another I'S. bumper harvest of corn and soybean. MI
farni income in Kentucky
should exceed S1 billion this
year when factoring in government payments. he said.
lnfanger also predicted that farm
cash receipts could reach ..a
record $4.14 billion next year if
exports remain strong and farmers have normal weather conditions.
However, farmers will face
production challenges from rising interest rates and higher
energy costs that will squeeze
farm income next year. he said.
UK ag economists wrapped up
the year in agriculture and
offered forecasts for next year at
a news conference that's
become a staple of the annual

Have
A Mini
Christmas!

•See Page 2A
Jolly OF Saint Nick and
other passengers await
transport aboard a train
in this highly-detailed,
snowy. Christmas village
display (above) now on
exhibit at BB&T's south
branch on South 12th
Street. Branch manager
Shirley Thomas has
reportedly collected each
individual piece of the
holiday display over several years to get customers into the
Christmas spirit. At right,
Santa Claus. Rudolph,
and eight more fleet-footed reindeer hover high
above a beautiful
Christmas village display. The exhibit displays
replicas of many MurrayCalloway County businesses and sites of
interest.
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II See Page 3A

Harrington Gingles seek re-elections
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times Photo
Murray High School senior Justin Arnold proudly displays his fourth place national trophy he claimed in a
chess tournament against other high school seniors last
weekend in Houston, Texas.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
David L. Harrington is seeking a fourth term as Calloway
County attorney. and a county
magistrate is seeking his third
term in office.
Harrington, who is in his
third term, filed his candidacy
papers Thursday. He served in
the position from 1990-98 and
again starting in 2003. He
served as the assistant county
attorney to Hon. Robert 0.
Miller from 1986-89.
"I have been part of the
Calloway County attorney's
office for almost 20 years,"
Hanington said in a release. "In
looking back on my life. I feel as
though 1 was truly meant to be a
public servant. I am honored
that the citizens of Calloway
County have given me an oppor-

tunity
to at the Paducah branch of Bochl. state
serve them. I Stopher.
Graves
"A successful attorney is one
and
humbly ask Deindoerfer, one of the largest who can work with the public."
that I be firms in Kentucky
Harrington said. 'The county
given
"I feel these experiences attorney Maintains an atmosthe
privilege of uniquely qualify me to he coun- phere of cooperation between
serving the ty attorney," Harrington said.
the
office
people
of
Harrington graduated from and the busiCalloway Murray' State University and ness comCounty for University of Kentucky
munity. law
Harrington four more of Law. He was admittedSchool
to the C fl force years."
Kentucky Bar in 1977 He mein, state
He also has been an assistant moved to Murray in 1984 to join agencies and
county attorney in McCracken the law firm of the late Donald
and Bullitt counties and has A. Jones. He was appointed
He was
been appointed as a special domestic relations rommission- awarded the
prosecutor in Marshall, Graves. er for Calloway and Marshall Kentucky
Hardin and Jefferson counties.
counties by Judges James Attorney
A Democrat, he has served as Lassiter. John Lovett and David General'. Prosecutor Award tor
an attorney for the Kentucky Buckingham. He also has been a Outstanding Service in 1993. as
Department of Transportation in hearing officer for the Kentucky well as the Star Teacher Award
Frankfort and the Farm Credit Board of Claims and for the in 1971.
Bureau in Louisville. For four Department of Juvenile Justice.
years. he was in private practice coveting the western part of the

Gingies

II See Page 2A

You Can Have a Beautiful
Memorial&Pay Less!
We are here to help you honor the memory
of your loved one.

Darnell
Monuments
227 Fox Rd.(Off Hwy. 58 E.)• Mayfield. KY 42066
U.• mere Awmprestins

Chestnut Si. • Murray • 753-18S1

-Al
:----' Mickey Boggess Motor Sales
, would like to take this opportunity to wish
all of our customers and friends a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
We really appreciate your business!
-Mickey Boggess

270-247-880* 270247-0399(home)
Jeff.2. andy Darnell - Owners
•••
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Open house, other activities to raisefunds
to help local shelter better carefor animals
his/her dog/cat spayed or
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
neutered compliments of LBL
Linda Cherry of the local LBL Animal Rescue.
Animal Rescue foundation and
"We want to remind the public
others are hoping several that the shelter is still here and
upcoming events will help to the dogs and cats are still here.
raise needed funds and promote too. We want residents to
public awareness for the remember
pets
at
our
Murray-Calloway
County Chrisunas," she said.
Animal Shelter. Among the
Cherry noted that re sto
activities will be a -Christmas at would also be offered
an °pis,'
the Shelter" open house on Dec. turtity to
honor any loved one -17 from 2-6 p.m.
family, friend or pet — through
During the afternoon's event, a
special donation to the shelter
residents can have their pet's
"For a $100 donation we will
picture taken with Santa Claus
place a nice, personal plaque
while enjoying complimentary
with that person's name above
cookies, punch and hot chocoeach of the kennel areas at the
late. Those attending can also
shelter."
buy that special pet a real treat
Also, as a part of the
for Christmas, with all proceeds
"Christmas at the Shelter" open
going directly to benefit anirpals
house, residents will be able to
at the shelter. Donations will
purchase tickets on a give-away
also be accepted. of several items donated by
Cherry,a volunteer at the shellocal merchants. Some of the
ter and an advocate for the dogs,
items that can be won will
said this would be a great time
for anyone thinking about include: a three-gallon 'doggie
adopting a pet. "Residents can water dispenser and doggie
adopt an animal for $20. At the clothesline from Paw Prints;
time of adoption, LBL Animal dinner for two from Cracker
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photo
Rescue will give the adopted Barrel, as well as other local
Linda Cherry of the local LBL Animal Rescue foundation
animal a bath, get it up to date restaurants; a doggie dental kit
is pictured above with one of the many pets available for
on all of its shots, tested for and doggie cologne. from
adoption at the Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
Precious
Paws;
a
Kroger
gift
heartworms, wormed, given a
An Open House is planned at the shelter on Saturday,
dose of heartworm and flea pre- card; movie rentals; and much
Dec. 17, from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
more
:
vention and also given a capstar
Tickets can be purchased at
pill which will kill fleas within
the
animal shelter during regu- mats. This allows for the risk of
20 minutes," she said.
All of the services will be pro- lar business hours and at Kroger the animals getting their heads
vided free, compliments of LBL on Saturday, Dec. 10, from stuck in the holes or even injurThe Brad Hicks, 26, menapproximately late morning
tioned in a grand jury story
Animal Rescue, she noted)
ing themselves."
Thursday (Nov. 8) on page 2A
In addition to these activities, through the afternoon hours,
When completed, she said, the is not the same Brad Hicks, 30,
Cherry
said.
{.BL Animal Rescue will also
Cherry explained that several new areas.will cut down on the of Wiswell Road and son of
put the adopter's name and
Mike and June Hicks of
number in a drawing that will be areas of the shelter were in need spread of disease, noise, prevent
Murray
held at the end of the night. The of repair, renovation and updat- animal injuries, keep direct conwinner will be able to get ing. "Many of the kennel areas tact from one animal to,another
are deteriorating and in need of at a minimum and help to isolate
attention. We are wanting to the animals in a positive manner.
Due to a reporter's error,
take out the old, worn chain "They will still be able to see
some of the information confence areas and replace them
and to have outdoor access, but cerning 2006 Calloway County
with new six-foot high by eightit will help to reduce all these sheriff candidate William "Bill'
foot long concrete wall secMarcum's law enforcement
tions," she said. "Many of the other factors."
experience was incorrect.
For more information contact Marcum once served as a
lower chain-link sections are
Cherry
at 761-1175 or the deputy under former Sheriff
broken and have been tied
Max Morris. not Max Moore,
County
together with wire pieces. This Murray-Calloway
and was chief deputy under forsimply isn't good for the ani- Animal Shelter at 759-4141.
mer Calloway Sheriff David
Balentine.

Clarification

Correction

Shop
Murray First
fit this Holiday
Season!

eceocceeeeecos.e.e.o.eveoceoecieCoets.e.eseee%
The officers and employees of
The Murray Bank invite you to join us for
our annual

et

HOLIDAY
OPEN HOUSE
2:30-4:30

December igth
both /occrtions

Holiday Refreshments Served
Santa Claus will be at the Main Office to visit with kids
of all ages and have free photos made with them!

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

Tonight ‘v ill be clear and cold
with lows in the upper 30s.
Saturday will be sunny with
highs in the mid 60s, followed
by a clear night with lows
around 40.

Town Crier
NOTICE
II The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 3 p.m.
Tuesday in the board room for
a closed session.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

-v--••••••••••••

GIOG

Dec. 10
15 shopping
days to Christmas

Online Banking:
www.themurraybank.com
24 Hour Account Info:
1-877-965-1122

Internet

753-5626

HOLIDAY SPECIAL'
Unlimited Hours

RIC

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from Stadium View Drive said her ex-boyfriend keyed
her car at 3:31 a.m. Tuesday. She said she Just watened him do
it.
• A single-vehicle collision was reported at 6:58 a.m. Tuesday
after a person left the scene and was walking toward the lake
area on Irvin Cobb Road. Kelly Stevens, 41, of Irvin Cobb Road
in Murray, was eastbound on Ky. 732 when he left the road and
struck a utility pole. An ambulance transported Stevens to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room. The driver
was not seat belted and sustained a head iniury. West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative also was notified.
• Vandalism was reported at Calloway County High School at
8:59 p.m. Monday Someone shot out a car window the night
before.
Murray State University Police Department
• The fire alarm was activated at White College at 12:54 a.m.
Tuesday. The caller reported the smell of something burning in a
room. MSU's central plant and Murray Fire Department responded and the state fire marshal was notified.
• A candle was reported burning beyond the south entrance at
the Alumni Center at 5:05 a.m. Tuesday. MFD and central plant
were notified.
• A theft was reported at College Courts at 7:28 p.m. Tuesday.
The caller reported a wallet missing.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
Corns Center. A Racer Patrol officer reported the doors open on
the west side of the building and the south door glass broken. It
looked like someone kicked the door. A third-degree criminal mischief case was opened.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

II Chess ...
From Front
Chess Federation ranking. Where an average ratilicfng is 1,500
(based upon a player's performance throughout his/her playing
tournament careen, Arnold's is 1,868. The winner for his class in
Houston was less than 500 points higher.
But Arnold said other aspects of chess pop up in his daily life
that he uses, such as patience, discipline and perseverance.
"There are parallels with chess and religion and life," he said
before quoting Fischer, a legend in chess. "You can draw a lot of
parallels with different disciplines and what you can do in life.
Chess shows me how hard work can pay off."
Patience would also have to be a key factor. In the tournament
setup in Houston, participants played seven rounds — two on a
Friday. three on Saturday and two more on Sunday — and each
game could go three hours each. But the length and stress that one
might feel in such a situation didn't factor into Arnold's game.
"For me, there's nothing more soothing than getting on the
Internet and playing chess," he said. "For me, it's a stress reliever."
Playing in national tournaments has also broadened his friendship base, too He roomed with a friend in Houston, and said that
"of the people in the top 10 (in the K-12 tournament), I knew five
or six of them."
"I've played soccer since I was five, so I've been to tournaments
but they're just regional things. You won't have teams from
California," Arnold noted. ”But this, people will be there from
every state in the continental United States. And you see so many
different social groups and so many different types of people
there."
Arnold's life's future is similar to a chessboard. Pieces have
been moved into various positions. waiting to be moved again
toward an ultimate goal. He plans on attending Murray State
University where he wants to major in accounting and participate
with the university's chess club.
Closer to the horizon, though, is another national chess tournament in Milwaukee, Wisc., in early 2006 when he will participate
with Murray High's chess team. The 2006 MHS team's top four
players at state competition, Arnold said, will have the highest
average chess rating in Kentucky history.

Forecast

WHAT PO YOU MEAN,
I'VE GOT TO BE 600D
ALL THE TIME?!! PONT
I GET WEEKENDS OFF?!!

405 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street

Shertlfhiicelogs

$99

One
PeN Year/

From Front
Harrington said he knows the office really belongs to the local
people.
"Most importantly, he uses good old-fashioned common sense in
dealing with people and situations," he said of the position.
So far, no one else has filed to run against Harrington. Attorneys
have until the end of January to decide to do so.
He is married to Pat Harrington and they have three daughters:
Elizabeth Harper. Lynda Shutt and Kim Harrington; two sons-inlaw, Eric Harper and Brant Shutt; and one granddaughter.
Meanwhile, Fourth District Magistrate Johnny Gingles has
declared that he will seek a third term on Calloway County Fiscal
Court in 2006 as a Democrat.
Gingles, a retired Calloway County teacher and coach who was
first elected to the court in 1998, said in a news release that he
would like to continue serving Fourth District residents and intends
to file his papers with the Calloway County Clerk's Office in
January. He said he wants to help keep the county's roads and
bridges safe and make Calloway County an even better place to
live.
"I am proud of the way the present fiscal court has provided the
progressive thinking and common sense judgment that has shaped
our county for the past seven years." he said."I look forward to continuing this work to shape the future of Calloway County for the
next four years."
Gingles has also served seven years with the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Parks and Recreation and six years with the
Calloway County Board of Health. He has both a bachelor's and
master's degree from Murray State University. Gingles lives on
Coleman Trail with his wife, Gwen. The couple have three children:
Ellen, Rob, and Hunter.
The Fourth District includes Stella, Kirksey, and the northwest
quarter of Calloway County.
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II Re-elections ...

Don't Lose It...Use Itt
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Muffles
Willie 0. Smith

County all of her life. She was a member of Cuba
:Lateral for Willie 0. Smith will be Church of Christ.
Monday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Her husband, Novice Cherry, died Jan. 31,
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
1999. Also preceding her in death were one grandPallbearers will be Russell Moss, Douglass son, Russ Cherry, three sisters and three brothers.
Smith. Greg Smith. Brian Jones, Ward Morgan Born April 18, 1913, in Graves County, she was
and Brett Armstrong. Bunal will follow in the the daughter of the late Joe Seay and Loretta
Murray Memorial Gardens:
Harrison Stay.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Martha
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to
9 p.m. Sunday.
Rhodes, Wingo; three sons. Robert Glen Cherry,
Mr. Smith, 89. New Concord, died Thursday. Fulton, Kenneth Cherry. Mayfield. and David
2005, at 7:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Cherry, Who; six grandchildren; eight greatCounty Hospital.
grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
A retired farmer, he had also retired from the
____IoramAlurray Division of the Tappan Company. Dewey Bazzell
He was a-rnE—hit en r of New Concord Church of
The funeral for Dewey Bazzell will be Monay
Christ.
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Preceding him in death were one grandchild, Home. Charlie Arnett and Richard Guild will offiRondah Hale. one great-grandchild, Reese ciate.
Morgan, and four brothers, Wilford, Roy, Marvin
Grandsons and greatand Albert B. Smith. Born Sept. 20. 1916, in
grandsons will served as pallCalloway County, he was the son of the late
bearers. Burial will follow in
Hubert Smith and Mary Lucy Sanders Smith.
the Coldwater Church of
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lila Nell
Christ Cemetery.
Smith, to whom he was married Feb. 16, 1945, in
Visitation will be at the
Highland Park, Mich.; two daughters, Ms. Lila
funeral home after 4 p.m.
Ann McCuiston. Murray, and Mrs. Wilma S.
Sunday.
Russell and husband. Bruce, Edina, Minn.: two
Expressions of sympathy
grandchildren, Kan Jones and April Morgan, both
may be made to Coldwater
Bazzell
of Clinton; five great-grandchildren, Brandi Hale,
Church of Christ Cemetery
Murray. and Anslie Lamb, Breann Jones, Tanner
Fund, att. Johnny Downs,
Jones and Tyler Larkins, all of Clinton.
8632 St. Rt. 121 North, Farmington, KY 42040.
Mr. Bazzell, 95. Hammonds Road.
Farmington, Coldwater community, died Friday.
Kenny Buchanan
The funeral for Kenny Buchanan will be Dec. 9, 2005, at 3 a.m. at the home of his son. His
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill death followed an extended illness.
A retired farmer, he was a member of
Funeral Home. The Rev. Spencer Pate will officiColdwater Church of Christ.
ate.
Preceding him in death were his first wife,
Pallbearers will be Jimmy Evans, David
Vowell. Eric Caron, Brian Martin, Chris Gaudette Cotiel Darnell Baize!' in 1994, one son. Buddy
and Gale Olds. Burial will follow in the Joe Bazzell, daughter-in-law, Marilyn Bazzell.
three sisters, Oina Darnell. Hilda Crouch and
Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to Reva Bailey, and three brothers, Jim. Erett and
Hubert Bazzell. Born Dec. 30. 1909. in Calloway
9 p.m. today (Saturday).
Mr. Buchanan, 28, Ky. Hwy. 121 North. County, he was the son of the late James Elvis
Murray, died Thursday, Dec. 8, 2005, at 9:10 a.m. Ba7te1l and Lilly Hill Bazzell.
Survivors include his wife.. Mrs. Manon Cude
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
His death was from injuries sustained in an auto- Bazzell; two daughters, Mrs. Linda Newsome and
husband, Delben. Farmington. and Mrs. Shelba
mobile accident.
Employed as service manager at McCauley Barnett and husband. Bobby. Hardin; two sons,
Chevrolet, Dresden. Tenn., he was also an A.S.C. Dan Ba7lell and wife. Sue. Farmington, and
certified master technician. He was a 1995 gradu- Ronnie Bazzell and ''jf,Lagenia. Murray; one
ate of Callow:ay County High School and a mem- sister, Mrs. Dean Cox And husband. Phillip.
Winter Haven. Fla; nibrother, Ray Bazzell and
ber of Coldwater Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his paternal wife, Jean. Murray; daughter-in-law. Mrs. Beverly
grandfather. William Buchanan, his maternal Baazell, Canton. Mich.; sister-in-law. Mrs. Clara
grandparents. Carl and Viola Powell. and his Bazzell, Farmington; 15 grandchildren; 30 greatmother-in-law. Brenda Baker. He was born Dec. grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
27. 1976. in Rockford, Ill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kristie Baker
Buchanan. to whom he was married May 17, Loretta Barnett
Mrs. Loretta Barnett, 80. Clark Lane. Benton.
1997, in Murray; one daughter. Kara Buchanan,
and one son, Kenan Buchanan, both of Murray; died Friday. Dec. 9, 2005, at 4:50 a.m. at Marshall
his parents. Larry and Nancy Buchanan. New County Long Term Care. Benton.
Concord; one sister, Mrs. Christina McCallister.
A homemaker, she was a
Murray: one brother, Scott Buchanan and wife.
member
of
Christian
Brooke. Williamstown; paternal grandmother,
Fellowship Church. Preceding
Mrs. Glada Buchanan, Murray; father-in-law, Joe
her in death were one sister.
Baker and wife, Margaret. Coldwater; sister-inMattie Blanch Hawkins. and
law, Tina Seibert and husband, Mike.
her parents. Blaine Ashley and
Madisonville; two nieces; two nephews.
Serena Williamson Ashley.
Survivors include her husband, Hari Barnett; two daughDulde Seay Cherry
ters, Mrs. Brenda Barnett
The funeral for Mrs. Dulcie Seay Cherry will
Colburn, Calvert City. and
be today (Saturday) at I p.m. in the chapel of
Barnett
Mrs. Marsha Barnett Morris.
Jackson, Funeral Home. Dukedom, Tenn. Bro.
Will McSweeney will officiate. Burial will follow Paris. Landing., Tenn.: one son, Harl Geoffrey'
Barnett, DeLeon Springs. Fla.: seven grandchilin the Pinegar Cemetery. •
dren; three great-grandchildren.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
A graveside service will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Mrs. Cherry, 92, Fulton, formerly of Graves
County, died Wednesday. Dec. 7,2005, at 10:15 Marshall County Memory Gardnes. Dr. J.T.
a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Parish will officiate.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. is in charge of
Mayfield.
A homemaker, she had resided in Graves arrangements. but no visitation is scheduled.

satin day. December It JIM • 3A..

Boy is Thailand's second recent bird flu .
death; China announces new human case

•
BANGKOK. Thailand I AP) country
Mean*hiIc
the
official
— A 5-year-old boy became
The WHO has confirmed (19 /Whoa News Sgency repined
Thailand's second bird flu fatali- bird flu deaths and 135 inlet- that a farmer in northeast ('hind
iii two months, while Vietnam tions since late 2003. when the tested positive it Vf the H5N I
announced two new outbreaks virus began sweeping Asia. virus but recovered atter hieing
and China its fifth human case Most have been traced to contact. hospitalued.
amid concern that infecuon rates with infected birds. But experts
fhe .41-yelii-ekl Imam cut could soar this winter.
fear H5N1 could change and named LIE fell ill Oct. 30 in
Thai health authonties said become a virulent new form of Heishan County in Liaoning
Friday that lab tests showed the flu that could traverse the globe, province. making her the coon.
boy died from the H5NI strain killing millions.
try". fifth confirmed,..human
of bird flu, which international
Forty-two of the deaths have CaSe. Xinhua said She suffered a
lir
experts fear could tngger a been in Vietnam the country hit fever and pneumonia-like 'sniphuman pandemic if it mutates worst by bird flu.
loots but responded to treatment
into a form easily passed
Vietnam's
Agriculture and was discharged Nos 29. it
between people.
Ministry on Friday reported new said.
The boy fell ill with fever. — outbreaks
in
two
more • While China has mounted an
stomach pains and vomiting on provinces. The outbreaks killed aggressive campaign to tight
Nov. 25 at his home in a district or forced authorities to destroy bird flu, repeated outbreaks have
of Nakhon Nayok province dis- some 10.600 chickens and been leporLd in poultry flocks.
trict about 45 miles northeast of ducks, it said.
increasing the potential risk to
the capital, Bangkok, Public
Bird flu -outbreaks have been humans.
Health
Minister
Phinij reported in almost one-third of
Since (kt 14. authorities have
Jarusombat said. He was hospi- Vietnam since October, and reported 25 bird flu outbreaks in
talized nine days later and died more than 3 million birds have poultry around China. Tens of
Wednesday.
been destroyed nationwide.
millions of birds have been
Health officials believe the
Agriculture Minister C'ao Due killed or vaccinated as a precauboy had contact with the feces of Phat urged people not to avoid tion.
chickens belonging to an uncle eating poultry because of bird
Two farmers in the eastern
living next door. But his parents flu fears, which he blamed for province of Anhui died of the
failed to give doctors a "clear $44 million in monthly losses to disease last month, while a 9history of his contact with chick- the industry.
year-old boy in central Hunan
ens," Phinij said in a statement.
"We need to have specific province recovered, A 10-yearDoctors had treated him as a actions to help poultry farmers old girl in southern Guangxi
normal pneumonia case until sell their products and limit their province was also hospitalized
just hours before he died.
losses," Phat was quoted as say- and has undergone emergency
The cause of death was not yet ing in Friday's state-owned treatment. .
confirmed by the World Health Pioneer newspaper. "Eating
Bird flu's global spread continOrganization.
chickens is a way to help farm- ued Fnday. with officials conThe boy's case was Thailand's ers to overcome this difficult firming new cases in Ukraine.
fourth reported bird flu infection time."
indicating attempts to eradicate
since October. They were
The WHO says poultry is safe an outbreak first detected a week
Thailand's first new human to eat in areas affected by the ago have not worked. Officials
cases of the virus in a year. coin- virus so long as it is properly fear migratory birds are carrying
ciding with fresh outbreaks in cooked and handled during the virus from Asia to other part:
poultry in several parts of the preparation.
of the world.

Memorial Service

•Agriculture ...
statewide yield. however, was
From Front
Kentucky Farm Bureau conven- only about 1,800 pounds an acre
because of difficult growing and
tion.
curing
seasons.
Tobacco cash receipts will
"As a result, a lot of the farmlikely drop to $250 million to
$275 million this year as burley ers with these low yields lost
production plunged by 35 per- money," he said.
Bolstering
income
for
cent after the tobacco buyout.
Kentucky's
tobacco farmers will
said UK tobacco economist Will
be "mailbox payments" expectSnell.
ed
to total around $1 billion
Snell said he heard that burley
growers are getting 51.55 to between last January and next
$1.60 per pound for leaf grown month. Snell said. Those payunder contract for tobacco com- ments include buyout checks —
including lump sums taken by
panies. slightly higher than
some growers — as well as soexpected but still a sharp decline
called Phase II money as part of
since the buyout did away with
a multibillion-dollar anti-smokthe federal tobacco program and
settlement and payments
ing
its price supports.
grower lawsuits.
from
With hipb production costs.
Snell predicted that more
Snell estimated that farmers
farmers will quit growing tobacneeded to yield at least 2.100
co next year. Opportunities still
pounds per acre to make money
exist for those remaining, if
off the crop this year. The
tobacco companies offer high

enough prices, he said.
Tobacco lance accounted for a
quarter of Kentucky farm cash
receipts but now totals about 10
percent.
lnfanger
said.
Kentucky is the nation's top burley tobacco producer.
"Because of the demand outlook, we feel there will be
opportunities to have a viable
tobacco
sector
here
in
Kentucky," he said.
Lee Meyer. a UK extension
livestock marketing specialist,
predicted a continuation of
strong feeder cattle and slaughter cattle prices. He predicted
that Kentucky's poultry industry
will continue to grow.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital honored 272 patients and residents during its
Annual Service of Remembrance at First Christian Church on Tuesday. Open to the
community as a time of reflection, many family members and staff attended the
service. Pictured are family members taking ornaments with pictures of their loved
ones of the Tree of Remembrance set up at FCC for the service. MCCH invites the
community to the chapel where a Tree of Remembrance is set up with a light representing each life lost from November 1. 2004 to October. 31. 2005. A number of
pictures given by the families in remembrance are adorning the tree. A Wall of
Remembrance is also on display with the names of each individual. Anyone is welcome to visit the chapel for reflection. These will be on display through the holiday season. For more information, call MCCH Chaplain, Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.
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Murray Ledger at Dines
Mu

FORUM
Interchangeable
Anchor Parts
The late Peter Jennings
would be mildly amused that
ABC News has named two
anchors to replace him. He
might also be pleased that the
very pleasant looking Elizabeth
Vargas and
Bob
Woodruff
share
Jennings'
political philosophy.
They are
both liberal.
How do I
know this?
For the same
Cal's
reason I
Thoughts know that
By Cal Thomas when a pope
Syndicated
dies, his sucColumnist
cessor will
not be a
Methodist,

but a Roman
Catholic. Vargas and Woodruff,
along with the new,"Nightline"
troika of Terry Moran, Cynthia
McFadden and Martin Bashir
(Ted Koppel, you get bragging
rights because it took three to
replace you) are all liberals.
If ABC News president
David Westin wanted to make a
bold statement and attract new
viewers, he might have found at
least one conservative to be part
of the anchor mix. But where
would he look and upon whom
would he call? John Stossel,
who appears on "20/20," is the
only conservative-leaning
reporter at ABC, but his chances
of being tapped were about the
same as mine: slim to none.
During an interview two years
ago with "60 Minutes" reporter
Lesley Stahl, I asked her about
journalistic bias. She asserted
that there were people of differing political viewpoints at CBS
News. Asked to name one, Stahl
could not.
Liberal journalists see the
world through their own prism:
big government and higher
taxes are good: abortion on
demand is good; nothing wrong
with homosexual practice or
same-sex marriage; America is
evil or, if not evil, the cause of
much of the world's problems;
religious people are by definition unintelligent and need
watchitig; Democrats are better
than Republicans and have a
"divine right" (if they believed
in the divine, which most bigtime journalists do not) to run
our government; Bush is evil
and an idiot; the war in Iraq is a
failure and nothing American
soldiers are doing is worthwhile; Howard Stern is a First
Amendment crusader(he was
featured on last Sunday's "60
Minutes") while those who want
culture to at least acknowledge
their beliefs are radical imposers
of a narrow religious view.
The Media Research Center,
a conservative media-monitor-

•

tag group, has collected some
statements by Vargas and
Woodruff. While the list is short
compared to Jennings', Tim
Graham, MRC's director of
media analysis, explains in the
Washington Times,"New
anchorreople need time to grow
in pomposity."
Graham notes Vargas
anchored a one-hour "documentary" publicizing "the whack°
claims of The Da Vinci Code,"
which, he says, "underscores the
liberal cultural mindset at
ABC."
Woodruff, he notes, broadcast last June from North Korea.
He chose to emphasize how
much the North Koreans hate
Americans. This is news?
Woodruff later admitted he did
not have a translator and
depended on the communist
government's handler for his
information.
Anyone interested in some of
Vargas ideological record as a
doctrinaire liberal can visit
www.newsbusters.vg/node/309
0. There one finds examples of
a liberal take on taxes, spending, Judge Samuel Alito, federal
- regulation and more. The way
stories are chosen is also important when considering bias. In
addition to stories that delight
sponsors,(such as women's
health issues that are frequently
followed by a commercial promoting drugs the manufacturer
claims will improve women's
health), controversial political
and cultural stories are framed
in ways that also reveal a liberal
slant.
When this evidence is pointed out to the anchors and network news executives, everyone
denies any bias. They actually
believe they are fair and accurate because they all subscribe
to the same philosophy and they
work and socialize with people
who hold identical views. That
is an undeniable fact.
It has been this way since the
agenda-setters took over the
newsrooms, and you can expect
more of the same. And expect
more "preaching" by overpaid
anchors about problems they
will never face because their
salaries dwarf those of average
Americans whose interests they
champion. They do not understand why this one-dimensional
and predictable approach contributes to their falling ratings
and declining market share.
The country needs a robust
debate and access to information from many points of view.
ABC,CBS and NBC do not
practice ideological diversity,
which is why increasing numbers of conservatives have abandoned broadcast network news
in favor of cable. Those who
continue to view broadcast news
deserve better, but these new
anchors guarantee they'll get
more of the same—....\
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What the bulldozers and
blacktop covered up
Oprah Winfrey did a good thing this year
by recommending novels by William
Faulkner. Unlike most of her selections,
these are old works, but they are also sorely
neglected masterpieces.
Most Decembers.
reliving my squirrel and
rabbit holiday hunting
days. I re-read
Faulkner's hunting stories, following Isaac
(Ike) McCaslin from age
10 to 70 through "The
Old People," "The
Bear," and Delta
Autumn" in Go Down
Moses.
By Larry
Ike himself learned
McGehee
Syndicated
mostly from old Sam
Columnist
Fathers, in whose veins
ran Native American,
African, and white blood. "And as he talked
about those old times and those dead and
vanished men of another race from either
that the boy knew, gradually to the boy
those old times would cease to be old times
and would become a part of the boy's present, not only as if they had happened yesterday but as if they were still happening....
And more: as if some of them had not happened yet but would occur tomorrow...."
"His cousin McCaslin brought him to
the camp, the big woods, to earn for himself from the wilderness the name and state
of hunter provided he in turn were humble
and enduring enough." Sam tells Ike he
has taught him all he knows and sends him
into the woods. "The wilderness closed
behind his entrance as it had opened
momentarily to accept him...."
"If Sam Fathers had been his mentor and
the backyard rabbits and squirrels his

kindergarten, then the wilderness the old
bear ran was his college and the old male
bear itself, so long unwifed and childless as
to have become its own progenitor, was his
alma mater."(Melville had written something similar in Moby Dick: that a whaling
ship had been his Harvard College and his
Yale.(
Two years later, Ike kills his first deer:
"[The wilderness] seemed to lean inward
above them.. in their separate lurking
places, tremendous, attentive, impartial and
omniscient, the buck moving in it somewhere..,perhaps conscious also of the eye
of the ancient immortal Umpire."
"He stood trying not to tremble, humbly
and with pride too...'I slew you; my bearing must not shame your quitting life. My
conduct forever onward must become your
death,' marking him for that and for more
than that: ...juxtaposed not against the
wilderness but against the tamed land, the
old wrong and shame itself, in repudiation
and denial at least of the land and the
wrong and the shame even if he couldn't
cure the wrong and eradicate the shame."
Faulkner summarizes what Ike has
learned: '[God i created man to be his overseer on the earth and to hold suzerainty
over the earth and the animals on it in His
name." "Apparently there is a wisdom
beyond even that learned through suffering
necessary for a man to distinguish between
liberty and license." Faulkner is writing,
theologically, about natural law, about the
still, small voice of conscience and moral
principle, the Universal Truth implanted in
creation by the Creator, invisible to many,
viewable by the few "who knew things that
had been tamed out of our blood so long
ago that we have not only forgotten them,
we have to live together in herds to protect

ourselves from our own sources."
Sam Fathers never lived outside the
wilderness, but Ike lives in town, except for ,
occasional forays to the dwindling wilderness. God's natural laws from "out there"
are transferable to man's settlements,
Faulkner thinks (or hopes). Inside city limits, Ike is a Christ-figure, a childless carpenter, a messenger.
Faulkner wrote the hunting stories late
in life, at a point when he had become
aware that he had a moral obligation to
educate, not just to entertain. The civil
rights movement was looming, and he
wanted the South to atone for its shortcomings—especially in black-white relations
and man-nature relations. Ike articulates
what was on God's mind: "I will give him
his chance. I will give him warning and
foreknowledge too, along with the desire to
follow and the power to slay. The woods
and fields he ravages and the game he devastates will be the consequence and signature of his crime and guilt, and his punishment."
Faulkner's hunting stories end on a
hopeful note. A pregnant black girl shows
up in the hunting camp seeking the white
father of her unborn child. Ike hands her his
ancient hunting horn and, pointing to the
unborn child, says simply, "It's his. Take
it." The "it" legacy is what the wilderness
taught and still teaches: if we "endure"
with high principles sustaining us. we may
yet "prevail".
How, after the wilderness and its interpreters vanish, do its lessons get passed
along? That question Faulkner left unanswered. Who are today's decipherers of
moral meaning for the modern city that
Sam and Ike and a buck and a bear were for
the forested and agrarian wilderness?
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COMMUNITY
Judging for Christmas home
decoration to be Wednesday

Brockman and Ross Recognized

-Heart Smart' is the program tor the menus in the
t;aletena ol MurrayCalloway
County Hospital
Anne New berry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting sansrated tats And sodium in their .
diets
Menus, suniect to occastonal changes. for the week of.
Dec. 12-18 base been released
Jo's
as follows:
Datebook
Monday - Mexican Fiesta'__•••
By Jo Suriceen
- taco salad, lomita chicken:Community
The annual Kappa Tour of Homes,' sponcasserole, country style sank,:
•0
Editor
sored by the Kappa Department of the Murnachos with cheese sauce. 7
ray Woman's Club, will be Sunday from 1
'retried beans. 'rnexicali corn, :
to 4 p.m. Homes to be toured are those of Robin Brown, 503
'Capn blend vegetables, potato and bacon soup
Tanglewood: Drs. Sean and Huong Kelly, 605 Kingsway Court;
Tuesday - 'salmon patty,
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Butler. 2105 Southwest Dr.; and Mr. and
broccoli beef Wellington. 'roast
Mrs. Gregg Garland, 622 Gibbs Store Rd. Tickets are $7 in
turkey breast, corn bread sage
advance and $8 at the door the ay of the tour. The proceeds
dressing. 'seasoned green
will go to the Hospice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
beans, 'baby carrots baked
potato, Wisconsin cheese soup
Wednesday - beef tips in
mushroom sauce. 'fish filet
Kenlake State Resort Park will have its annual Christmas
almondine. 'grilled chicken
in the Park open house on Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. in the
Photo prowled
stnps. breaded chicken tenback lobby of the hotel. For information call 474-2211 or 1Tab Brockman (second right) of Murray Calloway Chamber of Commerce and Tressa
ders, Caesar salad. 'tender
800-324-0143.
Ross (right) of Murray State University Career Discovery Center were recognized for
noodles. broccoli casserole. nce
their donation of WinWay Resume Deluxe software to the Career Awareness •
•steamed yellow squash,
Italian wedding soup
Program/Computer Lab at Calloway County High School. This software was used by
Thursday - Domino -s pizza.
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) Group, a bereaveseveral students to prepare for Senior Interview Day on Dec. 6. Also pictured are
'sour cream baked chicken,
ment support group for persons who have loSt their spouse to
Randy McCallon (left), Calloway County Assistant Superintendent, and Conda Wilson
pnme rib sandwich on homedeath, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
of CCHS.
made bun. 'new potatoes, corn
Public Library. Opal Howard will be in charge of the propudding. 'tender spinach, veggram. For more information call Howard at 753-1998 or Liletable medley. cream of broclian Steele at 753-2875.
coli soup.
Friday
Employee Christmas Meal
BY TERI COBB
events
include
Monday
Armprepared
to
leave
the
center
.
Saturday
- 'Hungarian
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 6 &Ciliates director
chair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30 at 10 a.m. BBC) chicken. cote
'confetti
goulash
chicken
p.m. at the Harmon WOW building on C.C. Lowry Drive; off
Murray-Calloway County a.m., Stnde with Pnde Walk- slaw, lima beans, biscuit, mar- casserole 'baby carrots, *baked
North Fourth Street, Murray.
Senior Citizens are located at ers will leave at 10 a.m.. Begin- ganne and bread pudding will potato, asparagus-pea casse607 Poplar St.. Murray. Our ning Line Dancing at 130 p.m. be on the lunch menu.
role, fned okra. soup of the
and Advanced Line Dancing at
Thursday events include day
phone number is 753-0929. 2 p.m. Polish sausage,
black- Strength and Stretch Class at
Sunday - tried chicken.
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council Lunch-is served daily at 11:30 eyed peas, Sauerkraut, corn
8 a.m., Ceramics Class from 'baked pork chop,
baked beans,
will meet Monday at 4 p.m. in the school library, according a.m. for a suggested donation bread. margarine and ice cream 9 to 11 a.m.. Shuffleboard
at green bean casserole. glazed
to Teresa Speed, principal.
of $1.50.
will be on the lunch menu.
9:30 a.m. and movie. 'Polar carrots. 'new red
potatoes.
We offer transportation on
Tuesday events include Express' at 12.30 p.m. in the
'turnip greens. soup of the
a daily basis from 9 to 12:30 Strength and Stretch Class from gym. On the lunch menu will day
Calloway County Republicans will meet Monday at 7 p.m. p.m. If you live in the city 8 to 9 a.m. in the gym. a be chopped steak with mushat the headquarters on Ky. Hwy. 121 North. Anyone interest- limits and need a ride to our speaker on "Meth Labs: What room gravy, mashed potatoes,
center, the doctor, gm
ie;
. ore, You Should Know' at 10 a.m., tomatoes and zucchini, biscuit.
ed in helping plan the Feb. 4th Lincoln Day please attend.
Ping Pong at 12:30 p.m. in margarine and peaches.
hank or pharmacy. ple
call
the gym and Parkinson's SupFriday events include Armat least one day ahead of time port Group at
1230 p.m. in chair Aerobics at 8:30 or 930
to schedule your ride.
the education room. Our month- am, Stnde with Pncie WalkCalloway County Chapter of Future Educators of America
Our exercise room is open ly birthday and anniversary cel- ers will not meet, Board games
will have a rebate day on Monday at Captain D's. Customers
Monday through Friday from ebration will be held. On the will begin in the education room
are Aced to tell the cashier they are there for the group.
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who lunch menu will be spaghetti at 9:30 a.m. and Open Badge
are 60 and older are invited with meat sauce, tossed salad, at noon. The ROMEO's will
to exercise at no cost, as well garlic bread. marganne and leave at 10:30 a.m. Taco salad.
Back Yard Burgers at Hwy. 121 Bypass. Murray, has a pro- as take advantage of begin- orange.
lettuce, tomatoes in main dish.
Wednesday events include retned beans, tortilla chips, sour
motion for Need Line. A customer buying one burger will get ning computer classes we have
Joshua Reed and Amanda
one free with a donation of a non-perishable food item from to offer. Contact the center for Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 to cream and banana will be on
Daniels of Hazel are the par9:30 a.m., Stnde with Pride the lunch menu.
now through Jan. 15. All food will be donated to Need Line
more information.
Walkers will not meet, Powder
Murray -Calloway
Senior ents of a son. Joshua Atdvn
to help till the needs of the community.
Activities and menus for the Puff Pool play from 10 to 11:30
Citizens Center is a United Reed, born on Monday. Dec.
week of Dec. 12-16 have been a.m. and Pinochle Club at noon.
5, 2005. at Murray -Calloway
Way agency.
released as follows:
The Red Hatters should be
County Hospital.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
The baby weighed 6 pounds
have a luncheon on Tuesday at 11:15 a.m. at Curris Center.
9 ounces ,and measured 19
inches. A iOther is Anthony
Hutchison. 4.
The Calloway County Chap- socialization: and
• Leadership Skills
A Christmas Bazaar is today until 4 p.m. at Russell Chapel
Grandparents are Tony and
ter of the American Red Cross
MI Provide parental involveNI Professionalism of a life- Rachel Tinsley of Lynn Grose.
United Methodist Church. located on Irvin Cobb Road. All
will offer Winter 2006 Learn ment in the learning process guard
proceeds will go for the Outreach Youth groups of the church.
Pam and Lannie Hudson of
to Swim Classes at the Cen- and reinforce the parent or
For those looking for a last Almo. Steven Reed of Alm°
ter for Health & Wellness at caregiver's role in the child's minute gift for Christmas or
a and the late Richard Daniels.
Murray-Calloway County Hos- learning.
stocking
stuffer,
gift
certificates
A shower for Mrs. Patty Puckett is today from 2 to 4 p.m. pital during the month of JanDuring the week of Jan. 16- are available for these classes.
in the fellowship hall of Dexter Baptist Church. Mrs. Puckett uary.
20, both the Learn-to-Swim
Other upcoming classes for
lost her house and all belongings by fire recently.
The Red Cross is well known level 2 and 3 classes will be
•
for its aquatics programs offered. These classes will be 2006 include:
•Community First Aid and
because they provide compre- from 7 to 8 p.m. Cost is $45
Theatres
Wild Game Dinner will be tonight at 6 p.m. at Blood River hensive training teaching peo- per student In Level 2, the CPR Classes offered every secChestnut
St
08
ond
Saturday
of
the
month
Baptist Church, five miles from New Concord on Hwy. 444. ple how to swim and to help pre-requisites are having passed
N10 CHECKS
them be safe in, on or around the Learn to Swim Level I from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Door prizes will be given. Everyone is invited.
County
Public
water There are swimming class and, be at least 45 inch-, Calloway
Sria,TIMES ot.t.unt - courses for all ages and abil- es tall. IP this class, students Library. Cost is $50 and you
ON SAT IS SUN ON...
Murray Lions Club will have its Christmas party on Tues- ities with the goal of helping will expand on fundamental must preregister.
PET
First
•
Aid
will
be
everyone
enjoy
the
water
in
a
locomotion
aquatic
and
safety
Walk The Line
day at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel. Sonya
skills. In Learn to Swim Level offered Saturday. Jan. 28 from
G. Baker, assistance professor of voice at Murray State Uni- safe environment
PG13
- 12:55 .3:40-7:10 - 9:45
The Calloway County Chap- 3, also known as stroke readi- 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Calversity. will be guest soloists. Reservations are required and
ter
will
be
offering
a
Parent
ness,
loway
learn
students
County
to
will
Public
Library.
Aeon Flux
may be made by calling Everett L. Craig at 753-3317.
and Toddler class beginning Jan. increase swimming skill com- Cost is $30 and you must prePG13
- 1:25 - 3:25 • 7:25 - 910
2. This class will run Mon- petency and practice safety and register.
day. Wednesday and Friday for non swimming rescue skills.
•Babysitters' Training will
Barry Potter • Goblet et Fire
• Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club is scheduled two weeks. This is for chilIn Level 3. the pre-requisites be offered Monday. April 3
P613'
12:51) - 3:45 • 6:50 - 9:40
to meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house with Tory
dren ages 2 to 5 and will be are having passed the Learn and Tuesday. April 4 from 8:30
Daughrity as hostess.
offered from 7 to 7:30 p.m. to Swim Level 2 class and be a.m. to Noon at the Center for
The Chronicles ot!anis
and 7:30 to 8 p.m. The cost at least 45 inches tall.
Health & Wellness. The cost
PG -1:05-3:55 • 6:45 - 930
for the class is $30. There are
Additionally, the chapter and is $40 per person and is for
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Coun- no skill prerequisites, but the center will offer the GuardYours, Mine & Ours
cil will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the conference room. All parent or other caregiver must Start: Lifeguarding Tomorrow kids ages 11-15.
PG
- 1:30 • 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:05
Pre-registration is required
interested persons are invited.
accompany each child into the class for those ages 11-14 the
for
these
class
classes
space
and
Derailed
water and participate in each week of Jan. 23-27 from 7 to
class. Those that take the class 9 p.m. The cost is $85 and is is limited. To register. stop by
R - 8:40
perfect for those interested in the Red Cross Office in the
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making will learn how to:
Center
George
between
Weaks
• Increase knowledge of becoming a lifeguard in the
Chicken Little
Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office.
water safety and practices:
future. Those that take this 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Mon612:45 - 2:30 - 4:05 • 6:55
day through Thursday. Regis• Provide an opportunity class learn:
II Prevention of aquatic acci- tration deadline is one week
Just Friends
Murry-Calloway County Senior Citizens are selling tickets for water adjustment and swimprior to the start of the class.
dents
for a promotion for two tickets to the basketball game between ming readiness skills:
PG13 • 1:15 • 3:10 - 7.30 - 9:25
el Use play as a basic form
• Fitness and swimming For more information, call the
University of Kentucky and University of Louisville on Dec.
office
or
at
e-mail
753-1421
and
of
provide
learning
fun
skills
:
17. Tickets are $5 each or three for $10. The announcement
and enjoyment in the water:
• Response in an emer- at callowayredcrossOmurrayof the winner will be held On Dec. 14.
II Encourage participant gency
ky net
Hazel Woman's Club is sponsoring its
annual "Christnias Decorating Home" contest again this year.
Judging will be on Wednesday from 6:30
to 8 p.m. Residents are asked to be sure
and have their lights on at this time.
First, second and third prizes will be
awarded. A sign will be placed in yard
showing the winner.
This is just one of the many civic projects of the Hazel club.

Tour of Homes Sunday

Kenlake Park plans open house

TilEOS Group will meet

Lodge 728 to meet Monday

SeniorActivities

MHS Council will meet

Republicans to meet Monday

Birth
Announcement

Calloway FM plans promotion

Joshua
Aidyn
Reed

Need Line has promotion

Dorcas class plans event

Bazaar today at church

Learn to Swim classes being offered

Puckett shower is today

Wild Game Dinner tonight

Lions Club plans party

Sigma Department will meet

MES Council will meet

Southwest Council will meet

Senior Citizens plan promotion

A Branson-Style Show in Grand Rivers,
Kentucky!
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Pre-Christmas military crash memorized 20 years later
By RYAN LENZ
The peacetime crash resAssociated Press Writer
onates decades later as the Army
the words still turn stomachs
prepares to honor the soldiers
20 years later: "No survivors."
with military and civil memorial
Malinda Piuris was preparing
ceremonies
Monday. The
to welconie her husband home
anniversary comes as the 101st
for the holidays from a mission
is grieving new deaths in Iraq —
in Egypt when she first heard
19 Fort Campbell soldiers died
them. She had decorated the
in November.
house, baked wildly to fill the
Retired Lt. Gen. Hubert
•
with his favorite foods
kitchen
Smith, then commander of diviand was dressing to go to a
sion support, recalls waiting
homecoming ceremony at Fort
with families in a heated gymnaCampbell, Ky.
sium that winter morning for the
All that stopped when the telsoldiers to return.
evision flashed with news that
The day was excited, filled
v,ould change her life.
'with laughs and infectious
A plane carrying her husband
smiles as the clock ticked nearer
Rudy, an Army pilot, and 247
to the plane's arrival. Many
other soldiers of the 101st
wives harken with soldiers
Airborne Division home from a
on the telephone just hours
peacekeeping mission in the
before.
Sinai had crashed in Canada.
None was prepared for the
Fully fueled, the plane
plane not to arrive, he said.
burned on impact. It was two
"We're used to dying in batweeks before Christmas.
tle," said Smith, of Clarksville,
AP File
"It wasn't a gradual let down. President Reagan consoles Tracey Walker of Tenn. "Bat to lose that number
It was like jumping out of a hel- Hopkinsville, Ky, during a memorial service in this Dec. of people in peacetime, it was a
icopter or airplane. The fall was 16, 1985 file photo, at Fort Campbell, Ky., for soldiers waste."
endless," said Parris, 61, of killed on Dec. 12, 1985, in a DC-8 crash near Gander,
President Reagan consoled
Herndon, Ky., just outside Fort Newfoundland. Walker's fiance, Jeffrey Scott Kee, was families at a memorial service
Campbell. "To go from that ending his second tour with the peacekeeping forces in days later as the nation's sympapeak to the depths of hell was the Sinai when he was returning home. The Reagans met thies turned to the families in
more than devastating."
with relatives of the victims during the memorial service. anguish, awaiting word their
Soldiers from 28 units at Fort Monday marks the 20th anniversary of the crash.
loved ones' bodies had been
Campbell were killed instantly for the final leg of its return to Infantry Regiment
returning identified in the charred
when the Arrow Air DC-8 Fort Campbell. An eight-mem- from a six-month deployment to remains. Letters flooded in from
crashed seconds after taking off ber civilian flight crew also died Egypt, where they had
been sent across the country from
on Dec. 12, 1985, from Gander, in the crash.
to ensure compliance with the strangers reaching out to famiNewfoundland
International
Most soldiers on the plane 1979' Egyptian-Israeli peace lies at Fort Campbell and neighAirport. where it had refueled were with the division's 502nd treaty.
boring communities.

Digital cameras 3.0
This week we are completing our three-pan discussion of
digital cameras.
What is a megapixel? A
megapixel is a measure of resolution that reflects the ability of
a digital camera to record
detail. The more megapixels a
camera has the more detail its
images can contain and the
more they can be enlarged
without
losing
clarity.
People get
nuts about
megapixels, but
more isn't
always
better.
Higher
megapixels means
The PC
larger
Doctor
image
By Lee A
sizes,
Hatcher
which in
turn means
more
expensive memory cards and
more space devoured on your
computer's hard drive. Enough
said about megapixels.
For reliability and service
check out PC World's website,
http://www.pcworld.com/resour
ce/printable/article/0,aid,12340
9,00.asp. They recently completed a lengthy review of reliability and service of manufacturers of desktop computers,
laptop computers, printers, digital cameras, wireless gateways,
and audio music players (Ipod.
Mp3 players).
I picked out a few cameras
that I liked and classed them
into low end, middle otthe
road, and high end categories.
Please feel free to check them
out yourself. The high end
camera picks are Cannon
Digital Rebel XT EOS Digital
SLR Camera(8 megapixel) and
Olympus Evolt E-500(8
megapixel). They can be found
for around $800 to $1000.
These are similar to the 35 mm
cameras that are popular.
For middle of the road cameras we like the Kodak C340
and Olympus Camedia D 435.
The Kodak has 5 megapixels
and has a 3x zoom. This is the
camera that my wife and I have
and we love it. It takes short
videos as well. It is a point and
click camera making it very
easy to use. Jane loves to take
pictures and videos of our dog
and 5 cats and email them to all
our friends. The Olympus has a
4x zoom,5 megapixels and 10
shooting modes. Both the
Kodak and Olympus can be
found from $300 to $500.
The low end cameras are a
Fuji Finepix 4.1 and a Sony
Cyber-Shot 4,1. Both have 4.1
megapixels and 3x zoom. They
can be found for around $99 to
$200.
Phaaae understand that these
are our personal picks and do
not mean that these are the best.
Cameras are like anything else
you purchase and use, they are
a personal preference.
Remember before you purchase
a camera that if you do your

homework your camera may be
with you for years to come.
Next week we will be discussing LCD monitors. Please
send your questions or corn- ments about the column to
the_pcdoctor@charternet.
And remember: A data
backup a day helps keep the PC
Doctor away.
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a year."
The day won't be foigotten
soon, Heath said.
"It will be all right by me if it
is a day that lives in infamy," he
said.
Billboards in nearby communities lamented the loss with
expressions of grief for months
while the division held a seemingly endless litany of memorial
services.
Fort Campbell dedicated a
memorial to the fallen soldiers.
A monument in Gander,
Newfoundland, and a tree park
and monument in Hopkinsville,
Ky., where 248 Canadian
maples line the landscape, also
were erected.
The trees in Hopkinsville
were struck with disease, died
and have been replaced. But the
names of all the soldiers who
died last in deep engravings on
black marble.
Names like 'Chief Warrant
Officer Rudy Parris.
While it took years to find
closure, Malinda Parris is
remarried now, to another Fort
Campbell soldier who is preparing to leave for Iraq.
She said the bitterness that
followed Rudy's death has subsided.
"I have been upset. I have
been unhappy. I have cried. And
I'm tired of doing that," Parris
said. "You can't change it."

"ESSENTIAL DAY 5PA

ANNu
S Flexible Premium and Single
Deferred Annuities are competito other savings plans The
guaranteed rate' is

"It was like they had been hit
in the stomach with a baseball
bat. It was just terrible. And I'm
talking about people who didn't
know any of them," said Ted
Crozier, a retired Army colonel
who was then mayor of
Clarksville.
The crash remains among the
worst aircraft disasters in
Canadian history. Families were
consumed with questions when
there was no inunediate word on
the cause of the crash. Was it ice
on the wings as the reports said?
Had there been an error in the
cockpit? The crash occurred
while kidnapped Americans
were being held in Beirut. What
ties were there to terrorism'?
In the end, an investigation
completed three years later by
the Canadian Air Safety Board
and the National Transportation
Safety Board determined ice on
the plane and excess cargo compromised the plane during takeoff. The findings were contentious and have been disputed
through the years.
George Heath, a division
public affairs officer at Fort
Campbell who was getting
ready for work when the phone
rang the morning of the crash,
has heard the questions and
explanations. The circumstances
are immaterial decades later, he
said with a somber voice as he
talked about the day that began a
"funeral that virtually went on to
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Humana Gold Choice® offers you*:

ANNOUNCIN1G...

• Freedom to choose any doctor, specialist or hospital**
•Prescription drug coverage at no egra plan preiniuni
- Plan covers 100% of the most popular prescription drug
- Benefits greater than or equal to Medicare requirements
•Primary care doctor office visits for just $15
•Preventive services
•And MORE...

...A MEDICARE HEALTH PLAN
THAT INCLUDES MEDICARE
PRESCRIPTION DRUG

With Humana Gold
Choice, there's no
need for a separate
prescription drug plan!

COVERAGE FOR
A LOW MONTHLY
PLAN PREMIUM.
Let's Talk. Get the facts about a Medicare health plan that
includes prescription drug coverage! Come to a complimentary
luncheon seminar and learn more.
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needs at sales meetings, call:
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TDD: 1-877-833-4486
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AP
Actress Naomi Watts, who stars in the upcoming remake of "King Kong." poses
for photos in the hands of a 20 foot tall replica of King Kong in New York's
Times Square, Monday.
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Cash, Kong, Capote,
cowboys in Oscar hunt
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Moyle Writer
LOS ANGELES — The
theme for Academy Awards
night is a costume ball, but
the following costumes are
already spoken for: geisha, giant
ape, country crooner, 18th century. British belle, transsexual
and gay cowboy.
A wealth of performancedriven films, costume pageants
and visual spectacles are in
the Oscar hunt, among them
the cowboy romance "Brokeback Mountain"; the great-ape
flick "King—Kontet the -Oriental pageant "Memoirs of a
Geisha"; the Jane Austen adap:
tation "Pride & Prejudice"; and
the
road-trip
chronic le
"Transamerica." Then there are
three films centering on illustrious figures in the 1950s and
'60s. the Johnny Cash saga
-Walk the Line." the Truman
Capote drama "Capote" and
the Edward R. Murrow story
"Good Night, and Good Luck.Other films jockeying for
attention include the colonial
epic "The New World"; the
gangster tale "A History of
Violence": and two dramas dealing with Middle East turmoil,
the oil-industry thriller "Syriana" and "Munich," about the
massacre of Israelis at the 1972
Olympics.
After last season's showdown between eventual Oscar
champ "Million Dollar Baby"
and runner-up "The Aviator,"
clear frontrunners have yet to
merge for the March 5 Oscars.
Here's a rundown of potential nominees, which will be
announced Jan. 31:

AP File
A promotional Image from the Johnny Cash biopic
"Walk the Line."
1933 adventure about a 25- ater narrative "Mrs. Henderson
foot gorilla who falls hard for Presents"; Fernando 'Meirelles'
a perky blonde?
tale of diplomatic intrigue "The
Classic that it is, the orig- Constant Gardener"; Paul Haginal "King Kong" earned no gis' ensemble drama "Crash":
Oscar nominations. But like and Woody Allen's infidelity
"The Lord of the Rings" films, drama "Match Point."
all of them best-picture nom- BEST ACTOR
inees, Jackson treats his priA year ago, Jamie Foxx had
mate story with utter serious- an early 'lock on the prize for
ness, capturing a sense of trag- his remarkable emulation of Ray.
ic love that leaves a strong Charles. This time. Joaquin
BEST PICTURE
dramatic impression amid the Phoenix has a good shot for
Steven Spielberg returns with film's amazing visual effects his portrayal of another beloved
"Munich," his most serious film and action sequences.
musician, country maestro Johnsince
best-picture
winner
Terrence Malick, the reclu- ny Cash.
"Schindler's List" and runner- sive director whose 1998 war
Phoenix illuminates the
up "Saving Private Ryan." It saga "The Thin Red Line" was gloomy corners of Cash's life
recounts an Israeli assassina- a best-picture nominee, is back and the singer's sheer joy in
tion squad's manhunt for Pales- with "The New World," a work music, life and love as his
tinians suspected of plotting of high art on the big screen. long courtship with soul mate
the massacre of II athletes and
Malick's portrait of colonial June Carter unfolds. And
coaches at the 1972 Olympics. leaders John Smith and John Phoenix does a fine job doing
Yet "Munich" could be a Rolfe and their romances with his own singing. something
tough sell for Oscar voters, a Indian princess Pocahontas is Foxx didn't do.
disturbing reminder of unresolv- a hypnotic feast of sight and
Philip Seymour Hoffman
able conflicts in the Middle sound with almost a silent- bursts into the Oscar forefront
East. Critics speculated that movie feel, much of the con- in the title role of "Capote."
Spielberg was too pro-Israel to ventional dialogue replaced by Hoffman uncannily replicates
make a fair movie, but along poetic voice-overs. •
the effete mannerisms of Truangering
Muslims,
with
Other best-picture candi- man Capote and presents a
"Munich" could vex Jews for dates: Ang Lee's cowboys-in- remarkable portrait of an artist
its depiction of Israel's Machi- love drama "Brokeback Moun- torn between human affection
avellian machine of vengeance tain"; James Mangold's John- and the call of his art as he
and the human face put on the ny Cash portrait "Walk the crafts his true-crime book "In
assassins' Arab targets.
Line"; Joe Wright's Jane Austen Cold Blood."
• Still, this is a Spielberg film, adaptation "Pride & Prejudice";
George Clooney of"Synana"
and a very good one.
Stephen Gaghan's oil-business and Colin Farrell of "The New
Peter Jackson delivered a thriller "Syriana"; and Ron World" are being pushed by
best-picture winner two years Howard's boxing tale "Cinderel- their films' distributors in the
ago with "The Lord of the la Man."
supporting-actor fle14. but they
Rings: The Return of the King."
Also, Rob Marshall's Japan could end up drawing votes in
the final chapter in his fanta- saga "Memoirs of a Geisha": the lead category from the actors
sy trilogy and the most other- Susan Stroman's musical com- branch of the Academy of
worldly film ever to win the edy "The Producers"; David Motion Picture Arts and Scitop Oscar.
Cronenberg's mob story "A ences: which will choose nomCan Jackson do it again History of Violence"; Bennett
with the return of "King Kong," Miller's literary biography
his three-hour remake of the "Capote"; Stephen Frears' the- •See Page 2B
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affair with an old ranch buddy
in "Brokeba.ck Mountain";
Meet
Jonathan Rhys Meyers as a
: Clooney plays a veteran CIA social-climbing tennis pro
agent trying to unravel the whose manied life is jeopardmachinations that foiled his lat- ized by a fling in "Match Point";
est assignment, the assassina- Ralph Fiennes as a diplomat
• lion of an Arab prince. Farrell investigating his wife's mur• plays Colonial leader John der in -The Constant GardenSmith. and while he's the top- er" (Fiennes' prospects may be
billed actor in "The New buoyed by another fine performWorld," his character techni- ance, as a blind club owner
cally is a supporting player to in "The White Countess"); Bill
Pocahontas.
Murray as an aging Don Juan
Other best-actor possibilities: in "Broken Flowers"; Jeff
Nathan Lane and Matthew Daniels as an autocratic father
Broderick reprising their stage unhinged by a failed marriage
roles as musical con men in in -The Squid and the Whale";
"The
Producers";
David and Tommy Lee Junes as a
Strathairn as newsman Edward ranch boss dispensing vigilante
R. Murrow battling the 1950s justice in -The Three Burials
communist witch hunts in of Melquiades Estrada," which
"Good Night, and Good Luck," Jones also directed.
which Clooney directed; Viggo BEST ACTRESS
Mortensen as a diner owner
Felicity Huffman won an
defending his family from thugs Enuny in September for "Desin "A History of Violence"; Rus- perate Housewives." Now she's
sell Crowe as boxer Jim Brad- . a key Oscar prospect for
dock in "Cinderella Man"; "Transamerica," in which she
Anthony Hopkins as a New undergoes an extraordinary
Zealander setting motorcycle metamorphosis as a man preparspeed records in "The World's ing for the final surgery to
Fastest Indian"; and Eric Bana become a woman.
as an Israeli agent pursuing
A rush of twentysomething
Palestinian
in actresses are in the running for
suspects
"Munich."
their first Oscar nominations:
Also, Heath Ledger as a Keira Knightley as the freefamily man in a homosexual spirited heroine in -Pride &

(ore Truinini; ha. given ins'inure .irenvh
and energy und I just led so much hener,
had let myseil get nur of %huff hur now fre
added u lot of muscle and really honed up.
Jus Unroll
I

Prejudice"; Reese Witherspoon
enius in "Proof."
as country singer June Carter,
ACTOR
the love of Johnny Cash's life,
Along with Clooney for
in "Walk the Line"; Ziyi Zhang "Syriana" and Farrell for -The
as an indentured servant who New World," which could land
becomes a belle of Japan in them in either category, poten"Memoirs of a Geisha"; and tial nominees include: Ed HarClaire Danes as a department- ris and William Hurt as mobstore clerk pursued by an older sters in "A History of Violence";
man and a young slacker in Ken Watanabe as a gracious
"Shopgirl."
Japanese businessman in "MemOther best-actress con- oirs of a Geisha"; Bob Hoskins
tenders: Judi Dench in "Mrs. as a blustery theater manager
Henderson Presents," playing in "Mrs. Henderson Presents";
a society dame who starts a nude Jeffrey Wright as a wily neighstage revue in 1930s-London; bor in "Broken Flowers"; Will
newcomer Q'Orianka Kilcher as Ferrell as a manic ex-Nazi
Indian princess Pocahontas in playwright and Roger Bart as
"The New World"; Charlize a director's flamboyantly gay
Theron as a woman who leads assistant in -The Producers";
a sexual-harassment lawsuit in Donald Sutherland as a doting
"North Country"; Renee Zell- father in "Pride & Prejudice";
weger as boxer Brad4ock's wife Jake Gyllathaal as a family
in "Cinderella Man"; and Laura man in a homosexual affair in
Linney as a wife coping with "Brokeback Mountain"; Don
a painful divorce in "The Squid Cheadle as a street-savvy detecand the Whale".
tive and Man Dillon as a bigAlso, Joan Allen as a woman oted cop in "Crash"; Paul Giaembittered by the inexplicable matfi as a boxing manager in
departure of her husband in "Cinderella Man"; Peter SarsColumbia Pictures/AP
"The Upside of Anger"; Naomi gaard as a Marine in the' Gulf
photo provided by ColumWatts as the big gorilla's lady War in "Jarhead"; Barry Pep- This undated promotional
love in "King Kong"; Natasha per as a bigoted Border Patrol bia Pictures shows actress Ziyi Zhang in a scene
Richardson as an exiled Russ- agent in "The Three Burials from the romantic epic "Memoirs of a Geisha." A
ian noblewoman in Shanghai of Melquiades Estrada"; and wealth of performance-driven films, costume pageants
in "The White Countess"; and three "Munich" co-stars, Geof- and visual spectacles are in the Oscar hunt this year,
Gwyneth Paltrow as the daugh- frey Rush as a hardline Israeli among them "Memoirs of a Geisha," "Pride & Prejuter of a mentally unstable math handler and Ciaran Hinds and dice," "King Kong," "Brokeback Mountain" and "Walk
Daniel Craig as members of
the Line."
an assassination team.
"animal communicator" in man as anouncy Swedish bimbo
SUPPORTING ACTRESS
The category is crowded with "Broken Flowers"; and Shirley in -The Producers"; Tilde Swinpast Oscar winners: Diane MacLaine as a woman who ton as an evil witch in "The
Keaton as matriarch of a takes in her wayward grand- Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion.
the Witch and the Wardrobe".
tightknit clan in -The Family daughter in "In Her Shoes."
Other possibilities: Cather- Brenda Blethyn as a mom seekStone"; Frances McDormand
as a woman coping with debil- ine Keener as author Harper ing rich sons-in-law in "Pride
itating disease and Sissy Spacek Lee in "Capote"; Maria Bello & Prejudice"; Gong Li as a des
as a troubled mother in "North as a wife coping with her hus- out geisha and Michelle Yeoh
Country"; Jessica Lange as an band's dark past in "A Histo- as the heroine's mentor in
ry of Violence"; Uma Thur- "Memoirs of a Geisha"; Rachel
Weisz as a slain humanitarian
crusader in -The Constant Gardener"; Emily Mortimer as a
society bride and Scarlett
Johansson as the other woman
in her husband's life in "Match
Point": Michelle Williams and
Jason Billington
Anne Hathaway s women
whose husbands carry on a
homosexual affair in "Brokeback Mountain"; Thandie Nev.-ton, as a black woman humilAUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
iated by a racist white cop in
"Crash": and Sharon Stone a,
a flighty closet organizer in
"Broken Flowers."
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DIRECTOR
Past winners Steven Spielberg for "Munich," Ron Howard
for "Cinderella Man," Woody
Allen for "Match Point" and
Peter Jackson for "King Kong"
are in the running.
Other 'prospects; Ang Lee,
-Brokeback Mountain"; Terrence Malick, "The New
World"; Stephen Gaghan, "Syriana"; James Mangold, "Walk
the Line"; Joe Wright. -Pride
& Prejudice"; Rob Marshall,
"Memoirs of a Geisha"; Susan
Strom* "The Producers";
David Cmnenberg, "A History
of
a
Violence":
Mereilles. "The Constant Gardener"; Stephen Freers. "Mrs.
Henderson Presents"; Bennett
Miller, "Capote"; Tommy Lee
Jones, "The Three Burials of
Melquiades Estrada'; and Paul
Haggis. "Crash."
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RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Mon-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture
Open

or

.....

IP

Jr

JOIN Of At Oar/Vem Aocation!

Reservation Dining
Friday el Saturday Evenings
Upscale Dining
& Featured Entrees Weekly.
• R01114/11/C Damen For Two • Celebration Down up 10 IOU+
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ORDER pies and cob
biers earty, by 21st We
are only doing 50
Sandra D's 293-3816
TOBACCO and and
barn for rent 489-2116
Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,

in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N.12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls.

'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered

V

Check
Out Our
Team & single

Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Help Waned

30 days or less
become a regional
manager
with
us
Supplement your pres
ent income Earn 521K
3K per month Part
time or full time No
experience required
Training available Call
877-676-5587
APPLICATIONS now
being accepted for full
time and part time
Food Service positions.
Full
time
position
includes benefit package.
Candidates
should have a positive
attitude, neat appearance, and enjoy working with senior adults. If
you would like to join
the rest of our canng,
enthusiastic staff, and
enjoy working daytime
hours in a clean and
comfortable environment, applications are
available
at
905
Road,
Glendale
Glendale
Place
Retirement
Community:
AVON Representalives
needed in your area
Be your own boss Can
make $8-$15 per hour.
Call 270-767-0308
CHILDCARE
center
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible
Apply 109 S 15th St ,
Murray.

Opportunities'
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO
V Neer IL Improved
Pay Meg,
V Teams Up to
$110 000:Y0
V Excellent Mlles.
V Great Hometime!
V Guaranteed
Annual Rai*es!
V Sign-On &
Referral Bonuses.
V No NYC,
NO liazIkiat.
NO Canada

800-325-6040
[Mt 19 or 32
www deltaexp tont

Sit

TRA.NSPORT DRI1ER

SICio Padang, At: ha few
gulp for traisport drivers.
Mar ay CDL-HcWot I
Tager. Offer* calla pay,
benefits armories, how
meaty my nigic (Si (211i
415-944 or id free 140941-120 or ixfooknacoro
sosee

co bowfin

EXPERIENCED organist wanted. Call First
Presbyterian Church,
Hookinsville. 270-8858171
NOW accepting appliacations: Express Tan of
Murray for sales associates. Must have flexible hours. Send or fax
resume
to
1055
Mineral Wells Ave.,
Paris, TN 38242. Fax:
(731)644-9101 or apply
in person

Warehouse Utility Positiou
Picking & Processing Orders, Receiving &
Unloading, Inventory -Maintenance, Forklift
Experience. Valid driver's License, Light to
Moderate Lifting, Computer Skills. Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages &
benefits!
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Almo, KY 42020

HOSPICE NURSE
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Register Nurse for our Hospice Agency. The
position is full-time. Prefer candidate with prior
hospice experience,. '
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package & a career ladder program.
Interested candidates should send resume or
apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

FULL and part-time
CLEANING houses is
machine operators o
my
business. Call
commercial mail pro- - Linda H. 759-9553.
cessing
equipment. D'S Cleaning Service
Flexible
hours
753-3802
required.
Benefits
HOUSE cleaning
available
Join the
Rentals/Cabins 753team of a growing comE671
pany that was awarded
MIRACLES
Detail
the
Mid-Sized
and
Business of the year. housecleaning
Apply in person at construction clean up
Automated Direct Mail, 26 years experience
1410 N
12th St., References if interested please call 767Murray. KY
9428
FULL OR PART time
NEED your home or
housekeeping Murray
business cleaned" Call
Plaza Hotel Apply in
Teresa 489-2957 or
person after 6:00PM.
227-8380
GRANTS
Proposal
Manager, Office of
Sponsored Programs,
Murray
State
University. Full-time.
non-tenure track position to begin March
2006 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree and
at least two years of
demonstrated success
in grant proposal wnting required. Master's
Degree preferred. Must
have proven experience in grant proposal
idea conception and
development.
Must
have exceptional writing ability and oral
communication skills.
Responsibilities:
Grant proposal writing.
editing and budget
development. Manage
all phases of grant proposal
development
from idea,conception to
completed proposal
Provide guidance and
training
to
faculty
and/or
professional
staff in the preparation
for grant proposals.
Recruit faculty and/or
professional staff for
developing grant proposals
Application
Deadline: January 15,
2006. To Apply: Send
letter of application,
resihne and the names
and addresses of three
professional
references
to.
Grants
Proposal
Manager
Search. Murray State
University, 328 Wells
Hall,
Murray,
KY
42071-3318. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray State University
is an equal education
and
employment
opportunity, M/F/D. AA
employer.

PART-TIME Network
Support
Specialist
needed. At least one
year college required,
and one year experience preferred. Phone
System experience a
plus. Email resumes to
candice0powerciaith.com
. or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 North
4th St, Murray, KY
42071.
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62/hr.
now hiring. For application and free government lob info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
8042.
24
Employment service.
SAFETY
advisors
$200 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-1pm only+ 1800-578-8799
SMALL family business
located in busy Murray
shopping center seeks
PT or FT employee
w/cust svc & data entry
exp. Must be good vir'
customers. detail-onreliable,
anted.
dependable and friendCompetitive
ly.
Fax
pay/benefits
resumes to 270-7591196 or email to iobinmurray0yahoo corn

MDM COMPUTERS
A+

Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

THE
Computer
Remedy
Computer
repair, system recovery, and in-home assistance 435-4667
1.40
Womtbkiy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy. Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

irides
For Sais
GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods.
walnut cherry, or oak
270-761-3408
HD Televisions
Come by 500 N 4th St
8 see our large selection of HO televisions
OLP, LCD, Plasma, &
Rear
Protection.
Brands
include
Toshiba. JVC. LG.
Zenith & Sanyo. We
also carry TV carts &
Entertainment Centers.
Financing available
No payments. no interest until January 07.
For more info call
Beasley's 759-0901
IN time for Chnstmas'
(8) 5 piece place settings, Mikasa fine
china, $100 Beautiful
Mrs Santa Claus red
velvet dress, wig,
glasses, hat. $40 4365224
MOBILITY
scooter,
brand new, Rascal
model 0235. $4,000
Call 761-3236
SCRAPBOOKING &
joumaling
supplies:
albums, cutting tools,
page protectors, photo
mounting paper &
stickers Discount on
all
items.
Call
(270)761-3574

Appliances
2_06 carat diamond
engagement or eternity
ring. 3 princess cut
center stones with
baguettes on each
side Diamonds are IT
clarity
Retail
$9,999.00 Must sell:
$4.000 080. Have certification papers. 2273710 or 227-0447
5-PIECE Bassett solid
cherry armoire w/ TV
matching
cabinet,
shelves,
$1,000.
Antique oak dining
table, chairs & buffet,
$500 Antique BR suite
oak, bed. frame &
matching
dresser
w/mirror, $500. 8f1
French door, $500. Call
293-4394
65' Sony rear protection HD ready TV with
2-year
warranty
$1500. Aquarium: 150
& 220 gallon, both with
equipment. 293-7917.
CALOTREN and other
products
20% off
Lose weight and sleep
better safely Local distributor Call 759-9953
for same day delivery
CAMOUFLAGE clothing for all ages
Insulated coveralls and
army
underwear
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods.
Mayfield
(270)247-4704
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FREE
4-room satellite system
DVR & HO
'Upgrades
FREE
$1999 per mo for 3
mo + 23 channels of
HBO, Cinemax
&
Showtime FREE tor 3
months For more into
call Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite 759-0901
GOOD

used

tires,

wheels, and aluminum
wheels 436-5235
WHITE satin wedding
dress.w' capped
sleeves, size 16. 5200
270-753-6909
Call

after SPM

Mobil HORNS For SIM

Now renting

11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th' Hurry 1/2 price
sale!' 731-584-4926
AWESOME 28x80 4BR
38A $39,900' Lot
model only' Call now'
731-584-9109
REDUCED
38R
mobile home and lot
$14,500 753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths" Both priced in
the $50's Call 731E42-6438 today"
TAKE YOUR PICK

2&38R in Hardin Up to
S350/mo with approved
credit. 753-3640 before
8:30PM
2BR,
2BA
(270)527-8808

$300

LARGE
31311,2BA
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
, 53 9866

No pets

LOTS for rent
9866

753

Apartments For Rent

5PC bedroom set new
Condition, $275 4892333
Sports Equipeant
MOTORCYCLE hel
mets, jackets boots, &
saddlebags
Jerry's
Sporting Goods in
(270)247Mayfield
4704
Rrewood

FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368
FIREWOOD, $25 You
pick up 437-4030
FIREWOOD. $35.00
per rick 121 South.
Call 978-0938
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

W W Kimball Piano in
great condition Cal
270-436-5155

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $11,500 7536012

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 BR, 1 year old„ no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200 mo
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 38R apts available Please call 753E021
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
•28R. 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. wd, $425
•1I3R. 1 bath, with
Study, w/d. $350
753-7559
18R apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444
1BR. all appliances_
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR. washer/dryer, etw,
$335, pets allowed,
16190 Chris Dr Call
753-4219
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days

Coleman

RE

759-4118

*tie Horns For Sale
16080
Chandeleu
3BR & 2BA. C/A/14
293-4711
1995 Fleetwood 16x80
3 bedroom 2 bath
w/upgrades All app
furnished. wid included. 514.500 293-5215,
293-2924
1995 FIT, 16x80 48F1/
2BA, $17.000 270252-1311
38R 28A Unbelievable
$13,6951 Hurry 1 ontyn
731-584-9430

Lo..:atcii at 7205. 4th

St

270-436-54%• 270-293-6906
It you would like your business to be featured
in the Fall Service Directory,
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

98 Century mobile
home. 270-705-9630

753 1713

Horne Furnishings

J&E RENTALS MINI-STORAGE

2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewides
and
Doublewides
Buy
today
and
save
51 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK 'Call today
at 731-642-6438

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

FALL SERVICE
DIRECTORY

28R, central gas heal.
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
3 Of 4 BR duplex.

Apartments For kat

3BR house - 1112 Elm
St. C/H/A $600 38R
1
- 901 Sunny Lane
$450 753-3415
DREAM country apartment 28R upstairs No
pets
$600
plus
deposit. references
489-2741
Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
$400"month.
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for information
(27017538407
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St . now accepting
applications for lbr
apt. ' basic rent $330,
month
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360 00
Call 7531970 Leave Message
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts
Newly Remodeled
18R $29000
2I311 $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY built 2BR 2BA
Close to university
QUIET area Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer
$550 per month. 7532225. 759-1509
NICE 2B11 duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
Special

Deposit
1BR From $280
2814 From $325
Call Today!
753-8868.
$100

SMALL 1811. no pets
water paid 753-5980
9I41VERSITY Heights
is now accepting awl;
cations for 1 & 2 BR
rental assisted apartments M-W-TH. 8-5
1734 Campbell St
Hearing
759-2282
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056
Housing Opportunity
VERY roomy, 2be.
2 bath. garage. C/Hili.
All appliances. 1 year
lease, 1' month deposit.
no pets 753-2905
WALK
TO
MSU'
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appl)
arices and lovely covered
picnic
area

sq ft., 1 car garage. all

S325/mo

appliances, S740

rushed

unfurnished
nicety
762-0991

fur
or

559-1164
1BR.

all

appliances

$325

'
Mika Neat

1 year lease, no pets
753-4937. 753-1951

LARGE duplex 2-4811
1 SBA with garage. sun
porch 489-2195

I 51)7; DRiguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Om and Two Bedroom Apartincnt,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
1::*1

Houses For MN

Storage %Ma

1811 IBA Hardwood
loors
appliances
ncluded
Ready to
move in Just out of
Murray in Hardin $350
a month plus deposit

PREMIER
MINtSTORAGE
iiinside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Sate & clean
*We sell boxes'
.We rent U -Hauls

767-0508

213 South 12th St 2 or
3 bedroom CflA. 1
bath, $600 per month
$600 deposit 1 yea'
lease 753-7107
2811 1 bath carport
hardwood floors, new
newly decorate:,
all new bath, stove &
refrigerator. 1 yr lease,
references, no pets
$500
deposit.
$550/mo. 805 N. 18th
St.. 759-1987. 2937710
3BR 28A 418 S 9th
St $525 a month $675
secunty. 474-2520 best
after 5PM
3811 2 bath Camelot
Subdivision Available
immediately
$695
month (270)435-4602
293-4602
MELROSE Drive city
schools. 3BR. 28A,
Brick, C,41.A. 2 car
garage, big fenced in
backyard. redecorated
Owner (954)345-1495
SMALL house and a
mobile home 7 miles
east ot Murray Call
Linzy Beane 436-2582

RED OAKS APTS

5275/mo

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1BR use of common
areas
Utilities fur
rushed Near MSU
Coleman
RE
753
9696

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

.141L RENTALS

STORA(.
RENTAI s
• Rosis

•ITC

6.2ii south 1rd
I It \DI I)
"It KR 11 \
gni)-;1-4763

PARIS TN Best loca
lion court square west
side 2 story 2 500
sq ft
per
floor
(2701489-2116 leave
message

e

sical Prop For Reid

707 South 12M Street
South Center 1.200
sq ft 710 WI 7531252.753-0606

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3 000 sq ft
GH
restrooms
of
parking
plenty
excellent location near
iudiciai building 404 N
4th St complex 7593772
VERY Large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space, 2
bathrooms equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup steel hoist
beam, great lighting
extra_ large overhead
doors, excelent loc.abon Cal 753-2905 or
293-859S

MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S Sth

St
270-436-5496
270-293-6906

DOG Obedience
Master Trainor
436-2858

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

mi

Unseat* & Supples

HORSES Kul broke
great for Christmas
753-3536
•
i
sp.71OBlian,esu _ I
.„itsoin ari. mu,

NEON BEACH
MINIeSTORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753.3853

CLASSIFIEDS
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ESTATE SALE

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Sepik. system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hos

110+ Acres • Estate of Velma Copeland
By order of the Calloway District Court, the real property included in the Estate of Velma
Copeland will be sold by the Co-Administrators at public auction on Saturday.
December 17,2005, at the hour of 10:00 a.m. on the premises at 191 Copeland 'Arne,
Kirksey, KY 42054. The property will sell absolute to the highest bidder above the
appraised value of $239,000.00.

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaninx
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•8nck *All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
)a:icing Lott & Driveways
•We Usc Hut Water 4

DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Tnmmtng
Other Services
227-8575

Interested persons are iiivited to inspect the premises at their own risk any time during
daylight hours. PLEASE DO NOT DRIVE IN THE FIELDS. Park at the residence and
walk.

II)SNN
It

The property has been surveyed by VL Associates and has been appraised by Darnell
Appraisal Service. A copy of the survey and appraisal will be under the carport for public inspection. PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE.

IN% SS ,
0I

immgrry ial
20 )ears
Firm estima

116-1151)5
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel
or trouble LK and ins
WI 30 yrs. exp Call
753-7091

The dwelling house will be open for inspection and someone will be on the premises an
hour before the sale to unlock the residence for viewing and to answer questions

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Directions to the property from Murray, Kentucky Take Hwy. 121 North to Stella,
Kentucky. Take Highway 299 right to Kirksey. C6ntinue approximately one-half mile
past Kirksey north to Beach Road: Turn left on Beach Road and go approximately 2.3
miles to Copeland Lane. Turn left on Copeland Lane which dead ends into the property.

Calloway
Trash Service

David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

•LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
•RATES AS LOW AS
$15,1.40
761-3740 7134045

For questions contact Max Parker or Ricky Lamkin, Co-Administrators of the Estate of
Velma Copeland, Calloway District Court, Case No. 04-P-00229

MURRAY INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
SURPLUS PROPERTY
DECEMBER 15, 2005
The Murray Independent School District will conduct a public auction to sell items declared surplus
that will no longer be used for school purposes.
Items to be sold to the highest bidder are a Dover
Elevator, Maintenance Shop Equipment:
Powermatic 6" Jointer 220 Volts; Powermatic 16"
Planer 220 Volts; Craftsman 10" Radial Arm Saw;
Marvel Metal Bandsaw .75 HP 220/440 Volts, and
Kitchen Equipment: Walk In Cooler. Walk In
Freezer: Gas Range; Fryer: 2-Convention Ovens;
2-Door Refrigerator: Slicer: Grinder; Microwave;
Dishwasher/Counters; Freezer; Shelves in Cooler;
Shelves in Freezer; Small Lockers; Misc. Pots &
Pans, and Building Supplies: Doors. Windows,
and Misc. Items.
The auction will be conducted on December
15. 2005 to begin at 3:30 p.m. with Surplus
Maintenance Shop Tools located at the Murray
Board of Education — 208 S. 13th Street. Then
at 4:00 p.m. the auction will be held at Murray
Middle School — 801 Main Street for the sale
of the Dover Elevator and Kitchen Equipment.
Any inquiries should he directed to Mr. Dale
Reid at (270)753-4363.

Reii BMW

Homes For Sate

$2,000/ACRE 40 acre
wooded with road
frontage near KY lake
golf course 703-0549

FOR sale or rent 28R
1 bath 1 acre. 98
Nighthawk Dr. Murray
$ 5 5 .0 0 0 $ 4 6 0
(270)707-9344
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties. Call 270-6534465 or 270-339-8823
Please, no Sunday
calls.
HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision. Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it.
Houses
start
at
$70,000 for 1.200
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian 9791323.

1-285 acres Owner
financing
available
(270)489-2116 leave
message
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer
$125.000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

RANCH Style House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224,900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212
753-3992

12 wooded acres in
County
Calloway
sell
says
Owner
Mill
Red
535.000
Realty 270-924-4112

1523 Oxford Drive
48R. 38A. 2 story on
corner
large
lot.
$159.900 Call Kim
Baker at 1-502-7535251
FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075.
mom/
l27-2193

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
2000 Beartracker 270
705-9630
4,40
Used Care
2003 Dodge Neon,
41,000 miles, red, AT,
excellent
condition.
753-0530
$6.300
293-0751
(days).
(nights)
02 Mazda Millenia
Silver. 40.000 miles,
leather. sunroof. CD
$14,500
293-5639.
800 Chestnut St
1998 Cadillac STS.
Fully loaded. 85,xxx.
$11,000 1974 custom
Volkswagen
Beetle.
Serious inquines only
$4.000 492-8083

Used Cars
2001 Honda Civic EX 2
door, green, 29K miles,
automatic,
security
system, CD, sun roof,
and more. $13.000.
753-4189 after 5:00
PM ancLanytime weekends.

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
WE SERVICE
PAINTING
All "
*or all residential and
small commercia.
an:
painting needs
WAR 0-ELKINS
•Intenor & Extenor
,quaie Murray
•Custom spraying for
[awn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•110 lob too small
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
.Free estimates
& Handyman work
753-8858
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
Solar Control Window
removal shrub &
Tinting a Detail Shop
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
FREE PICK-UP &
or 227-0611
.'ELIVERY IN TOWN!
270-761-TINT
Cell 270-705-5858
METAL Of MURIA
6" Continuous
Gutter, Hashing
& Metal Roofing
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
p.‘141,,i 14
\ \IFNI,. 1 I
First Come -

Free
Pallets

FOROAerostar. Chevy
extended cab 270705-9630

11111Used Trucks
1993 Chevy Silverado
stepside short .bed
Red, new paint & tires
High mileage but good
condition 759-4427,
293-3163
'93 Chevy stepside.
Red, good condition.
437-4785

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds, iunk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Complete
Service.
removal. tnmming, etc.
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding.
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certified septic
installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Drrveways
'Insured
753-9503. 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUTRY
ROOFING
All work guaranteed
ROPY AUTRY
27X1-1117,
1611).73148,,
Cell 731-415-00"
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

Park.

First Serve

.04.4.10
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficu It
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Expenses add up. You
might want to touch base with
various people at a distance, as
well as your select friends.
Brainstorming could lead to a
monetary venture. Don't be the
fiery Barn and jump right on it.
Check out all the different
aspects. Tonight: Your treat.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** A boss or someone you
need to listen to could be confusing. Fortunately for you. a partner or associate can decipher
what this person wants and
needs. Laugh and relax. You will
find answers with some inquiry.
Tonight: Smile away. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Take time to relax and see
someone in a new light.
Sometimes you are so busy and
active, you don't get a chance to
slow down and observe. Use
today explicitly for this goal. You
will be much happier. Tonight:
Take some personal time.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Zero in on what you
want. It might be important to
honor who you are and what you
want. If you follow others' suggestions you could run amok. Be
your own person and claim your
power. Tonight: Where the action
is. You are bubbling with energy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You are nght-on, whether
others agree or not. Distorted
views surround you, so consider
the fact that you are on your
own, Review a. critical matter
with an eye to finding good solutions. A child or romance could
play a role. Tonight: Out late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A vagueness surrounds
a matter you need to deal with,
yet getting a grasp on what is
happening could be difficult.
Detach and seek out experts
who are not involved. In this
manner, you will get good
answers. Tonight: Listen to good

by Jacqueline Mar
music.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Togetherness surrounds you, but you still might
not be seeing a risk as clearly as
you should. Review a matter that
is close to your heart with the
help of a trusted friend. Listen ,to
this person. Tonight: Follow
another's lead.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others are determined
to get the results they want. You
cannot involve thorn in your
ideas, as they are most unreceptive. Let them feel their
Wheaties. Your time will come.
Tonight: Say yes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21)
**** You might want to
express your personality, but
others want you to concentrate
on the daily matters of your life.
Investigate your options more
carefully. You don't have all the
facts straight. Tonight: Express
your opinions.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Listen to a loved one carefully. He or she might be bullish
or stubborn, but ultimately you
can work with him or her.
Together, creativity arid ingenuity
breed new possibilities. Laughter
and imagination surround you.
Tonight: Be very playful
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

AWL> SC
,Lc

*Ix* You absolutely do not
have a clear vision of what is
going on domestically and/or in a
real estate matter. A parent or
family member could be vested
in allowing this haze to exist. You
might ask: What is really going
on? Tonight: Order in.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Share what is on your
mind, though you might not be
as clear as you think. Think in
terms of new possibilities, and
perhaps let your mind wander.
You aren't getting a clear perspective anyway. Do you really
care? Tonight: Catch up on news
or could it be gossip?

IV,

Give a gift that lasts all year long.... A subscription to the Murray Ledger & Times.

ia WEEK ONLY!
Q
Come by our office on Dec. 12 thru 16 and receive
a savings of $8.00 for a one year subscription.

1 Year - $90.00
Name

Phone

Address

City

State .

/11`

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
'Local carrier deliver only. Only one per household.

ru
LEIZiR&TalES
I.

1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916
www.murrayledger.com

Gifts Cards
Available
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Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday, Dec. 12, 2005:
You might want to listen more to
your family and those in your
immediate circle of friends. You
might not always have the
straight story, and need some
reflection or feedback. You will
become more verbal as the year
goes on. with a tendency to
speak your mind. If you Aren't
careful, you could sometimes
get stuck in rote thought patterns. If you are single, you will
attract many people, but often
your potential suitors aren't who
they seem to be. You will find
that come late fall 2006, you
will meet someone important to
your life. If you are attached,
you will find that the quiet times
you spend with a loved one draw
you much closer. What you
think he or she says might not be
the intended message. Learn to
clarify rather than blame or feel
hurt. TAURUS can be very practical.

Jim

Kati

.11.1141i

PUBLIC AUCTION

10

cal

C & C Renovation and
Remodailng.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions, decks, rooting, floor covering,
landscaping, siding.
**FREE ESTIMATES—
Calf (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson0wk . net

the property consists of 110.363 acres including a brick house and outbuildings situated in northwest Calloway County.

DOVER ELEVATOR, MAINTENANCE SHOP
EQUIPMENT,KITCHEN EQUIPMENT AND
BUILDING SUPPLIES
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COMICS/FEATURES
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Alexandria Farris telling Santa what she
*alas for Christmas at the Play"house in the Park event. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Murray High School Lady

Breast cancer can strike
men as well as women

administrator of the hospital.

SO years ago
Published ts a feature story
about school days at Murray Institute, first school built where Murray High School is now located.

DEAR ABBY: Won't you
please make your readers aware
of male breast ,cancer? Men
never have their breasts checked
or check them themselves.
My husband was finally diagnosed after
five months
of
"dilly dallying."
He had a
mastectomy
and is now
on medication
prescribed for
Dear Abby women
because so
little
By Abigail
is
Van Buren
researched
for men.
"They" say that 4 percent of
breast cancer patients are male..
I say it's probably more like 15
percent. Please inform your
readers. -- CHARLOTTE IN

The story was written by Dr Hugh
M. McElrath.
Mrs. Ramie Cochran presented a lesson on "Making House
Work Easier" at a meeting of Protemus Homemakers Club at the
home of Mrs. J.B. Myers.
60 years ago
An average of $31 per 100
pounds was reported in Murray's

Tigers won 68-47 over Paducah
Tilghman in a basketball game
played at Paducah. Sarah Snyder
was high KOMI for Murray.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of St.
Rep. Freed Curd talking with
Melvin Henley, Sheila Shaw and
Sid Easley during a brief open
iorum on Dec. 7 at the Murray.illoway County Chamber of

first air cured tobacco sale at the
four local loose leaf tobacco floors
at Outland's. Growers, Farns and
Dorm's.
Calloway County is lagging in
its bond sales for the Victory Loan
Dnve, according to W.Z. Carter,

oininerce.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 60 to 49 and Lady
Lakers won 69-55 in basketball
anies with Fulton City. High scorers were Chuck Adams for Laker\ and Christy Anderson for Lady
aker,
30 years ago
Published is a feature page of
photographs taken during the operation of the Lassiter Sawmill. The
photos were by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Airman First Class Harold Z.
Bramley, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Bramley of Murray. has been
named Outstanding Airman of the
Month in his unit at RichardsGehaur Air Force Base. Missouri.
40 years ago
Murray City Council has
approved the move by the Murray Housing Commission to construct 50 more low rental housing units in the city.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has purchased and planted shrubbery at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. according to Robert Wilson,

general chairman of the drive. The
quota is for $227,500. Salts now
are at $35,000.
Rex Taft Stone, • James Earl
Farris, Leo Dean Tucker, Robert
Edward On, cieorge Louis Dunn,
Donald Lee, Ted Clanton Brandon, James William Triplett and
Hugh Edward Johnson. all of Calloway County, were inducted into
the Armed Forces on Dec. 4.
according to officials of the Local
Board of the Selective Service.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. E.F. Rose, Nov.
26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer
Dunn, Nov. 30; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Washer. Dec. 1: a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Carter. Dec.
2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. C.F.
Murphy, Dec. 5.
Marriages announced this week
include Frances White to Arthur
C. Lavender, Nov., 21; Elizabeth
Glass to Robert E. Turner. Dec.
I; Mildred Beale to Augustus Wilson Russell, Dec. 1.

NORTHBROOK,ILL.

DEAR CHARLOTTE: I'm
pleased your husband's cancer

was caught in time. After reading your letter, I contacted the
American Cancer Society. It
estimates that before 2005 is
over, 1,690 new cases of invasive breast cancer will be diagnosed among men in the United
States. That's compared to
211,240 cases in women, and
less than 1 percent. Of course, if
,YOUR husband is in that fractional percent, it is one case too
many!
I was also told that there are
"too few men with breast cancer

Todaidniiistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 10,
the 344th day of 2005. There are
21 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 10. 1964, Martin Luther
King Jr. received the Nobel Peace
Prize during ceremonies in Oslo,
Norway.
On this date:
In 1869, women were granted
the right to vote in the Wyoming
Territory.

E3

E3 L_

Saturday, December 110. lire • SR

In 1898, a treaty was signed
in Paris officially ending the Spanish-American War.
In 1931, Jane Addams became
a co-recipient of the Nobel Peace
Prize, the first American woman

the award.
In 1958, the first domestic passenger jet flight took place in the
U.S. as a National Airlines Boeing 707 flew III passengers from
New York to Miami in about 2
1/2 hours.
In 1967, singer Otis Redding
died in the crash of his private
plane in Wisconsin.
In 1984, South African Bishop Desmond Tutu received the
Nobel Peace Prize.

so honored.
In 1948, the U.N. General
Assembly adopted its Universal
Declaration on Human Rights.
In 1950. Ralph J. Bunche was
presented the Nobel Peace Prize,
the first black American to receive

1E_ SOO
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for doctors to study in clinical
trials" -- which is probably why
your husband is receiving the
same kind of treatment that
women do. (This includes surgery, radiation, post-operative
chemotherapy
and/or
Tamox ifen.)
As with any other cancer, the
sooner it's caught the better.
And that is why men should
routinely check themselves for
lumps that could signify breast
(or testicular) cancer.

CT finding leaves
eader confused

Z

GOTT: I recentDEARly had a CT scan The doctor
said 1 had ditsels, or ditzels. in
my lungs and liver. She told me
it was nothing but also
said they may
want me to
come back in
three to six
months tir
another scan
What is (las,
and eats VI
bC‘otne can-

•••

cerous"
I
recently had
a small can-

Dr. Gott
DEAR ABBY: My sister is
due to give birth any minute.
By
We are all very excited. My
mass
Dr. Peter Gott removed
brother-in-law, "Lyle," started a
from
my
"pool" where he works, choosbreast. The lymph nodes were
ing the date of birth and weight
of the baby. It's $20 to get in the negative. Please give me your
pool. When I gave Lyle my $20 opinion.
DEAR READER: 1 do not
last night. I said. "I hope I win. know
what a "ditzer.' is A shadI could really use a new refrig- ow? A lump'? A streak?
erator." He replied, "No.
You tand h need a stricter defEveryone else is either giving us inition of the CT finding. Given
all or half the money. and that's your history of breast cancer, I
would be somewhat aggressive in
the rule."
This may seem petty, Abby. my approach to this "dace!" probbut I really need a new refriger- km. You may need an MRI scan,
ator. Of course, if I won I would a biopsy and/or a consultation
with a pulrnonologist. In any case.
give them SOME money, but to
I would not wait three to six months
have my brother-in-law demand for a resolution If your physiit seems rude and selfish. Am I cian's explanation of the X-ray
wrong'? If I win, Lyle will be abnormality fails to impress you.
upset and I don't want any rifts 'request a consultation with a lung
during this wonderful time. But specialist.
To give you related informait seems to me that he's actually
collecting money because my tion. I am sending you a copy of
sister is having a baby. I'll abide my Health Report "Pulmonary Disby your decision. Am I being ease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
selfish? -- NEEDS A FRIDGE
self-addressed, stamped envelope
IN ST. PETE
and $2 to Newsletter. PO Box
DEAR NEEDS: I don't think
167. Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
you are being selfish -- but you sure to mention the title.
may be bucking a regional cusDEAR DR. GOTT: My hustom. Although I have never band and I are both in our late
heard of collecting money for a 60s. We've always had a healthy
baby pool and the winner being
expected to donate the pot to the
parents, one of my staffers has.
Putting that aside, however, if
South dealer
you win the baby-guessing
Both sides vulnerable
game, in the interests of family
NORTH
harmony you should probably
•A K 103
IN)5
give them the money. The
•Q 9 8
"donation" would be small pota•K 10$
toes compared to how costly the
WEST
EAST
hard feelings would be.
•Q 8 7 4
&I 952
NIA
VAKJ 1063
•9 2
•6 2
•5 3
DEAR ABBY: I am a single
d-t
it 7632
mom trying to make the right
SOUTH
decision. I have been dating
•6
•8 74
"Pete" off and on for nearly
•AKJ 104
three years. He is now saying he
•A .1 95
wants us to move in with him
The bidding:
and be a family -- but he doesn't
Nest
South
North East
I•
Pass
IP
1•
want to get married until his
3•
Pass
2•
Pass
daughter gets out of college.
4•
5•
Pass
(She's a senior in high school.)
Opening lead
king of hearts
I don't feel he's really ready
Two-way finesses for a missing
to commit. Do you agree? -queen are the bane of many a bridge
SUSPICIOUS IN SAN MARplayer's existence, but there's no
COS
need for them to be as difficult as
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: I do
they might at first seem
Declarer can usually fled a way
agree. In four years. you could
of guessing correctly if he puts his
find yourself hearing, "Wait '01
mind to the matter. There are nearly
she's out of graduate school," or
always enough clues to point the way
"Let's wait until she's married."
to where the queen IS located, and all
If after three years he's not
declarer has to do is to assess these
clues to reach the rightconclusion.
ready to move forward, you
let's say you've reached five diashould move on -- not in.
monds on the bidding shown.

sex life iota the last car* of
years. Wbewever we Wive illitlfwunc.
is ate so bad. and
it's gerriag worse. I've lees 10
two balk docton and two gyste

colagads.(Me doctor told mo the
semi dais Wpm so- lose. bia
no solaria. The icassamlagim
both could find oodles wing.
lse tried the IC.-Y sad oiler
things, but nothing data any good.
Please. isn't there something out
Mere that will help use'
bf
waiting to hear trout you to the
paper
DEAR READER: During and
after menopause most women suffer from vaginal narrowing and
Inflammation caused by madequate levels of female hormones.
BCCMISC ),,
t1r situation Is
oust'. affecting
attesting your quality of
life, I suggest that you try a top.
teal estrogen cream. Your gym:
eulogist can prescrthe it as a via,
Use it daily but not before sexual activity, because your husband
May absorb it through his penis.
leading to sexual difficulties
Let me know if the cream is
effective.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
advise the best time of day to
drink prune unC:e for constipation.
DEAR READER:Although the
timing is not crucial, most people find that drinking it ounces
of hot prune juice in the morning works well.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report -Constipation
and Diarrhea.- Other readers who
would • like a copy should send a
long, self-addressed, stamped enselope and $2 to Newsletter. PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
t'opy right 2005, Newspaper
Enterprise %sus.

ContractBridge

and

West cashes the K -A of hearts and
continues with the jack You ruff in
dummy, East discarding a club, and
there you arc, sure to make the contract if only you knew which opponent had the quern of clubs
The queen is certainly fatessable.
through
but which was to finesse
IS the s oaf question.
Fast or West
You don't solye such problems by
mentally tossing a coin Instead, you
first try to find out as much as you
can about the opponents' hands
Nee've slimed, teamed one
important thing
that West started
with six hearts If you could find out
how many spades and diamonds
'West had, you'd he in a much hater
position to deal with the clubs
Nos start by cashing the ace of
spades and trumping a spade Next
you draw nyo rounds of trumps ending in dummy In the process. you
discos er that each opponent had two
diamonds Nov.)ou cash the king of
spades, discarding a club, and then
ruff the ten of spades, learning that
the opposing spades, were disicied 44
The pkturr Is now complete.
%est started with exactly four
spades, six hearts and two diamonds
and therefore only one club So you
lead a club to the king and a club
back When East follows low, you
finesse, knowing with absolute
assurance that the finesse will succeed

MOO

t' 2110,King Feaaircs Syndicate In.,
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1 Loud thud
4 LaBelle or
LuPone
9 Virus infection
12 Mystenous
sighting

Make Pretty
14 Travel choice
15 Dry spell
17 Valet employer
19 Novelist

13
If
a,
ft

- Tolstoy
20 Wan
21 'Pnvate
Beflamin" star

24 Calmed down
(2 wds )
28 Talk-show
name
30 Smatt combo

31 Army remit
32 Retinng
33 Recurrently

Xls Ft IF I E.L DO/3
BO. HOW DID
CAROLING GO?

35 Model Carol -

EVER 114E

13.4ADS
I I WALLOWED
MS, FITCH PIPE I,. MY

36
37
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Exasperate
38 Maw 9/report
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Scale note

IF A PERSON
WERE LOST IN
A OLIZZAW,KU

o
o

LONG COULD 14E i
LAST SUCKING
TWE JUICE
,...}-o
FROM A
II
MITTEN?

-57rica/,‘

40 Counselors
43 Well-known
auth

44 Gambling stake
45 Mantra chants
47 Riyadh resident
49 Nightmares
53 Hole puncher
54 WXY phone
buttons
56 Kangaroo
pouch

57 Blasting
matehal
58 Silly person.
59 Fret letter
DOWN
1 Sprout
2 Windhoek's

cont
3 Meadow plaint
4 Ute•beeper
5 Kind of committee(2 wds
6 SrnaN try
7 Financial off
8 Filling the lungs
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9 Destined
10 Misstate
11 Search engine

find
16

Bone beam
the elbow
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MOW AMMO NM
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uaudiall
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18 Mock butter
20 Study hard
21 Border plant
22 Pose pest
23 Like some
humor
25 Fish-eating
mammal
26 Dome home
27 Powerful
magnate
29 Raising
34 Iceberg
35 Myth or
Landers
37 Bark
39 Dexterity
41 Bank Feature
42 Tender spots
46 inventor, wd
47 Perched
48 Grass Word
49 Plastic Send
SO Serpent
St Retrain
syllables
52 Lt course
55 Moon
of Jupiter
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,News1
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Camp- linear Good Morning
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Channel 4 News Today-Swing
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NBA
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Baptist Church

Love

Baptist Church
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WW144111 I I
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Couch Teletub WIN
Memories of Downtown Nosiwille
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40 27 24 Vino Cribs
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Cribs
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2729 141kirAlk Red new
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ESPN

24
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25

MTV
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na
TLC
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UFE
USA
ANC

30 52 31 31 Paid
32 51 49 5 Paid
34 56 29 lane

ABE
FAN
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NICK
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HGTV
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SPIKE
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WTBS
TOON
BET

52 26 21 13INN Horny
MOWN AM% Tie Goodie(1985)2
65 32 50
Atomic Ami
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Conn- Coders66 61
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67-29
(5:001 BET Morning Inspiration
Bobby Jones

12MTV

70 34

(500)Or Music

HBO
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Inside the NFL X Real Sports t
MWN King
Costes NOW X
Movie: **a "In Good Cormany(2004)
Mob CMch Kid Movie:** Voontstanf(1912)'R X lion liking LAW(2004) Illowe elSand and Forlt
Inn SHP Me Any Dandify AnentPapas !Movie: 'TestaeI Erpreste"R. motet Vane Web Soda'OLO*(1000)
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'MAX

LIN*
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Paid

Paid
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Robert Schuller
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Trading Spaces
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While You Out
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'Trading Spices
Golden 'Golden filmisce*VeRuefort002,Noe}
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*Wiz -TheFirst WkesClub'(1006)a PGA Tour Sunday :Monk g
Movie: *** Wove Otor Oaring (1963)SIR X Movies Movies Shoo- ersi took lehot Taarng Too"
35 44 27 Murder, She Wrote Brindisi Arts
' The*storycrIIVSW DAM
Agatha Ovisip'sPan* Metthe Funeral
53 36 2 Dimon X4len Spider Dragon Get Ed Kong
Rangers Robot Spider WITCH Full rise.Full Na..
22 24 4 %grata Grown Neutron Neutron Sponge Sponge Oddpr- CatsMan- Aveker Robot 'Chalk36 18 Pins House House Room Before Drown Spaces Land- Land- Yard
Outer Spews
33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
jStooges Stooges Amazing Video
Car
Hrsep- Xtreme 'Trucks!.

SHOW

Xe 73 52

DISN
FUX

78 31 57
715

HBOI

652

Koala

Niggly

Movie ** IlsedIWeHow011,14111 Vag*hewiellie
Foster Lazio
Grim
Gran
111•Gowen*
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
NYPD BlueI
Video Gospel
Lift Every Voice New Orisons
insider

Ein-

JoJo

iiiovis
Diood- ,Charlie

Movie: -The Retum al the Pink Panther"

Wiggles Lilo
: Taring to he King"(19119)

Lilo

Top 20 Countdown

'Whis-

Dragon cw
il iaggie

Movir "RiottitifteaNtifte
Movie:'Tv Seater 11984) [Movie: "Harry Pcffw end fhe Pinner al Azlisbal" Boxing Sam Solemn vs Ronald Wnght

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

t- (MARTI:R. 13- %It ItRAN' ELECTRIC,1:- MEDIACOM,13- GALAXY

12100 1 12:30 1:00 1 1:30
2:00 1 2:30 I 3:00
3:30 ; 4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
116148C , Figure Skating Li 5F5 'Winter Open 4 • PGA Golf Target World Chasenge - Final Round. (Live)I , News
1/51.4:13C
'
Figure Skating USFS Writer Open Iii-PGA Golf Target World Challenge -- Final Round.(live)I News X ABC
—1
rgn-/SC Paid
Paid
1 Year in Review
NASCAFI Yew
ice 2006(N)(In Stereo) X
Paid
NBC
VITO-CZ NFL Football Houston Texans at Tennessee Titans (Live) NFL FootbeN: Kansas City Chefs at Dallas Cowboys (Lee)
WP304113C Paid
Paid
Year in Review
NASCAR Year
ice 2006(N)(In Stereo) X
News X NBC
6811.1-,UK Figure Skating. USFS Writer Open I PGA Golf Target World Challenge -- Final Round (Live)I ABC
News
VMPTPBS Andre Rieu Live From Dublin X
Dr. Wayne Dyer: The timer of Intention (In Stereo i I
Mile NFL Football: Regonal Coverage
The OT *Mt itr* `Rapid Exchange'(2CCO) Paid
WITIUN Animal Animal "Safari Missing Masters-illusion Holidays
Girls
Gins
Access H'wood

I H 41tItk
511 RNA,/ 111.1 11114
6:00 6:30 '00 ; 7:30 8.00 ; 8:30 9;00 9-30
1113111-ABC 2 2
:5News
Geed Menem AmensZ
Regis anti Sally
11111L-ABC 3 3 3
news
Good Morning Awn r
Dais
11111111-1111C 4 4
Niers
Today (in Stereo) X
effVFCIII 5 5
NewsI
ilwasil
IThe Eartg Show I Mon* Wanes X
Nrsiie,(6 Stereo) X
tifIDNIC 6 6 6 6 NewsI
7 Good swan
IMBJAIC 7 7
Good Mooing Sparks
Regis and Kelly

ABCD

VINT-PO I 8

Lions

AIeWl

Couch

KIISI-Fes

Trott

Pet

Matched Hann Judge Mathis

Ropes Cellos
9 9 2 3 Paid
Paid
VIOTV-UP11 10 1/ 11 30 hid
Paid
KFVS-C116 12 12 12, 12 boldest Show
WON
)6 38 910 Chong- Beller
WISP
17 113 38
Truths (
$ 911

Nanny

Regis and Kati
Rocidord Flies

Hip

Hap

Feed

Toby

TNT

Lincoln King Hill
BO MinnsX
Mutimum Exp. •
Chun* Mir
Keep Up Summer

48 King
King
My Wile Bernie Just
Healthy Paid
Charmed X
Just
What Twins Gremlins-Run
ESPN PBA Bowling
Movie: "Codiesalers"(2006)X
Rodeo: PFICA Wrangler Naticival Finals
Sports- NFL
ESPN2 (11:00) Rodeo X College Soccer: NCAA Cup Final
Figure Skating: NHK Trophs
HeisSeries of Poker Poker
Cribs Cribs fCribs Cribs - Cribs Cribs Cribs Cribs Cribs Cribs Cribs Cribs • Cribs
Nov6:*** "The Marne(1999)Kienu Reeves. Movie:***2 "Tht Lord alfie Figs' The Woes*a/die W020011 X
Trading Spaces New Detectives New Detectives New Detectives /New Detectives . New Detectives Never Was
Von ** inhere the Heed ls"(2003) Melts* 'Stirs Too Yang"(2004) Movie: Ale111 and Pregnant"(1998) Movie: "Minh i
A% TVsyAbetNur 2002) Movie: eirii "SiuteAknighly" .i.'.
"Three Wise Guys (2C051 X * -Coyote Ugiy X
"Oar NoyMa&Sy_ - R
Movie:*** "A League°Inseam!'(1002)Gems Davis- Movie:** 'Hanging Up (20001 X
Poirot Cada on Me Table
Sell
1 Seil
Move Design i House Sell
' Flip This House Flip This House

TLC
UFE
USA
AMC
At&
AM
NICK
HGTV
SPIKE
WTBS
TOON

37 72 24 4 Oddpw43 36 18
Rebecca
44 33 30 23 Paid
52 26 21 13 Saved-

Oddper- SPonfle
Cigna Room
Paid
Paid
Saved- Saved-

67 39

Paid
(5.00)011 Morning inspiration

CMTV

70 34

(5 00) CUT Music

HBO

in 71 51

Nov* "Face of a Stranger"

MAX

/15 72 64
NO 73 52

SHOW
DISH
FUX

UFE
USA
ANC

78 31 57
X6

Life Tod Your

Cribs Cribs
Judging Amy X
Younger Baby
Unsolved Myst

Cribs

Cribs

Law 8 Order I
Baby

Baby

SPIKE

Movie:** lionneerr(1990,Action)

SAME

Deep Space 9

WTBS

Movie Sims*

WTBS

Cosby rtiaby

FUX

Movie Chilly Scenes

H802

_Movie: "7he Deinglished Gentteman"10iny Deming: Havana Nights

Movie: "Life is Ruff'(2005.Comedy)

Suite

!Raven

Lime

Even

Phil .1.jRaven

Mode: "Manyene"(1968)JE
: "Trzily, Madly
Boxing Movie:*at "Big Fish"(2033) P0-13' Syrians Movie: "Celtic Pflde"(19Y

SUNDAY EVENING

A- CHARTER.B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM.D- GALAXY
7:00 1 7:30 i 8:00 1 8:30 , 9:00 , 9:30 1 10:00 10:30 1T.00 11:30 12:00 I 12:30
WKRN-ABC Extreme Makeover: Home Edition iNi IT' Grey's Anatomy tiT News
Sports ER "Blood Relations Extra (In Stereo)X
WSIL-ABC Extreme Makeover: Home Edition NiI I Grey's AnatomyI News X Seinfeld CS:Clime Scn
Ent Tonight
,
wssiv-NBC The West Wing X 1Law Order: Cl
Crossing Jordan X News
Paid
Sports
LandSports News
WTVF-CBS Survivor Guatemala - The Maya Empire X Survivor: Gun
News X Sports CSI. Crime Scn
Alias The Box I
WPS0418C The West Wing ii 1 Law Order: Cl
WBBJ-ABC Extreme Makeover: Home Edition N i X
IMP-PBS Celtic Woman .In Stereo 2
1(11SI-Fos SnipWar
Family 'Amer Dad

Crossing Jordan X News Y insider Homes Gardens The Entertainers
Grey's Anatomy X News
Seinteid CS Crime Scn
24 (In Stereo)I
Carly Simon: Moonlight
Fewity Towers Revisited (N) in Stereo)I identity

WM
Sex 8
Will
Sex 8
70s Show 70s Show ;Lets Go Paid
wori-uPs MAN:*92'Rah Gordon"!1000
Da Vinci's inquest X Kickin' It r. n Slereol CASINO (In Stereo) Paid
News
KFVS-CBS Survivor Guatemala - The Maya Empire X Survivor Gun
News X IP VS11 WAIll Da Vinci's InquestI ER X
WON
Becker -if maximum Exposure Rome Videos
24 In Stereo)I
24 1In Stereo)I
Replay Sex &
News
. WISP
in Touch I
King Is 'Voice
Von imps P. Stone Op. Smile Church Love
Fellow- Keys
Midnight
WICIAU-PBS TimeServed Evening at Pops X Author Forum
America Bookclub Religion
China
Scully
,WDKA-941 Family Friendly
Supernatural X
Small**'Duplicity- Sur Trek: Entireties Alias The Box __
ESPN

NFL

NFL Football Detroit Lions at Green Bay Packers. (Live)I

SportsCenter(Live) X

ESPN2

Poker

Series of Poker

Series of Poker

MTV

Horne
Home JPunkd Pwik'd IPunk'd Home 'ChoiReel Wan Austin Jackass Bern
Barn
Flair ***il The Lordof re Rings The Two TOWS-(2002)Elph Wood.X Not* **** Van' MO,HONOR*0111111der.lit
The 750-Pound Man 1627 Lb Woman
Nap Attack Ni
Nap Attain
The 750-Pound lean 627 Lb Woman

NT
TIC
UFE
USA
AMC
ME
FAM
NICK
HGTV
I
SPIKE
NIBS

iSeriss of Poker

Series of Poker

(1110) Movie "Nish" Strong Medicine IT iMissing : N it
Illovin* Coyote ugy Movie: art lieer the Parents-(2003) X

Missing I

NFL Primetime I

lineman Blotto

Code

Strong MedicineI Strong Medicine I _

Law & Order:SVU Law 8 Order SVU Mon 111 Out* ,
"lovb: wit Two Weeks Notice"(2002)I MOVIC it* TO(Love or Money"(1993)9(t Moir **a "A League alAtir Ow"(11192)
Family .Family ;Intervention IN)I- CS: Miami
The First 48 e
The First 48 k
;Folly Polly
(8:00) Alovir *** "Harry Poker aid die ChamberoISaw??(2CO2) Video, Videos J. Oslasn Feed
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Paid
's
Zoey 101 Romeo'. RoseRoseCosby - Fresh Pr.
RowRoseWhite House
Designed '. Designed Warm-Cmas
Buy Me Kitchen DesIgned Designed Wami-Cmes
Mott Waste ofDeath IMovIer ** Vest Warrant"(1990, Drams)

Movie:** 16001.61111Y11101$,

3004 VGAs

10011

Christ-

Lazio

Ed,Edd

Grim

Meek ire 'Snow Day"f20:13)DOI Bit',MK
BoonAmer Dad Family
Wolter Chicken —
Perfect

COURT

Cops X

Copia

Cops X

Cop X

The Inveidigetors

Smoking Gun TV

BET

(4 30) BETs Weekend inspirstion

MTV

Soldier

Soldier

Christmas Time

insider

MAX

Ennis X Extras X Movie: *** in Good Compenri:E ilrorF1
The Sopranos X
US. Women's Soccer Town
"LW Run"Tf
*30)Movie:**eh'r04) G-13'r Mole:-Taking thers"(2604)1r Movie:lessans in LOW"(2004
NI:55) MO*:at Iteltnieller"(2004)14' Singer Cell 'Solde( Signer COI sooer awkiint% Ibilipiritm grig

SHOW
DON
FLIX
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;Iselw gre inn Dar(2000)thrs Ent
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OMNIIN
Mouse
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Cops it iCope X
inspire-

Top 20 Countdown

fOrigon

Site LO ItIsturelly PIN
So Raven Ute
Woggle
Whiskers
Movie: "Lle Is nu/Plate)Kyle MINN/.
*Mt **91 "The Orginlzsion"(1971)it Movie: **,7 Tans Slues"(1981) Movie: as "Ktiong anO Screaming"(1995) 'Awe
Movie: tar lipt aI the Phoenix"(2004)I Welt 'Secret *Sidle"(2034) Moult *** "Hoy Porte,and he Prisoner at AV

Rugrats Robot

CHAR1 FR. Is- %It RRAI ELIA • I RIC. 1- NIF.DIACONI.
2:00
210 , 3:00 I 3:30
4:00
General Hospital Judge J.iJudge J. News

4:30
News

5:00
5:30
News (ABC

General Hosing Tyra Banks Show Mon* WillIams NewsI ABC
Days of our Lives Dr, Phil
Cosh Winfrey 11 News NBC
Guiding Light X As World Turns News IlEcnion News News
Edition Insider Dr. Phil
Jeop- Mallon- Newel NBC
Genital lessen Dr. Phil
Oproh Winfrey X News ABC

Mass

Dragon Clifford Maya
PostMay N)X
Fear Factor 8.
Starting Over X

Enter-

Arthur
70s

GALAX

6:00
6:30
News Fortune
NeerI EnterNews
NewsI
NewsI[Fortune
Ness

Fenno

Zoom X News-Lehrer
Malcolm King Hi Simp-

Yes

Yes ' RayOprah Winfrey I NewsI Mews

HON-

Ellen Show
Cosby

Cosby

Moesha Noah& Home

Horne Videos

Bed

Discov- Steeiroots

HolyNewsI Ray-

Home

Chang- Hope

MN
Giulio
Cyber- Maya
Clifford Dragon GED
News-Lehrer
Feud
Poke- Lean Xisolin Cyber- My Win Bernie Home Griffith
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Inter- Sone:~(Live I
Countd-

Zoom X Post-

Moekers'(2005)1
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Martha 11
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71h Neuron I

PinocchioC'mas
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Kw-
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Homes Week-

Land-

White House

24(In Stereo) X
Sponge
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Mission Design Design Design- Ponied DeStar Trek Gen.
Star Trek Geo.
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Arm 'Hervey Drew
Drew
Yes
lees
Power- tilucha iEd, Edo Fos* Totally
Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments

Country Insider CIAT Music
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*Me Johnson Fos

DISH

1Raven
(1991) 'The Return of hePM Panther"(1975)
Boxing. Sam n Solknan vs. Ronald Wright I

Lazy-

Boy

MTV

SHOW

Suite

Boy

Tom
Krypto Dexter
COURT Both Sides
BET
BET Now

Moir a** Trineon 7(1995)'R
: Life

Family

TOON

I kSatu-

!BET

Holly-

Guile Frankly

Next

Next

NFL

Direct Effect
Law Order X

Medical Stories
Moir 'Chance or a Lifetime"(1993) Movie: "Eve's Christmas"(2004)1
Golden I Golden Feseflerriernbr
Movie:'Nee Mae Guys"(2005) X Movie:* "CceicalUoy-'12000. Drama) Movie: *yr, Veer the Parents-(2000) LiNs & Order: SVU
Movie: at 'For Love or Money"(1993) Movie:** likoing Up-(2(00)
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Dna& Dead and Laying It

Mayans "Wayansi-Jamis F. Jamie F. 106 & Park: Top 10 Uve

Trivits I„inspire- Mis-

tiGTV

'
W
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Dora
LazyMax
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Country Dongn. Clever Painted
MacGywer I
Deep Spam 9

fre*t inhere the Wirx'(1960) Movie: ask* The Honey Por(190 Rex Harrison.
Movie Inv* ** 'Nits on Ow Run" IcorrW: *ay In America"(2002)PG-13 Illovle: -Dirty War"(2004)I'input*

HGTV

MAX

Room

Movie Flmny,
Forurn

Cold Case Files ; 24 (In Stereo)I

NICK

Bock-

Room

Anchorman: Legend of Ron
Movie: "Up Close et Personal'11996) X Johoson
Movie: The Goodbye Dir' t"(1977)'PG Movie Wale None (2435) Movie: seri love at Large'(1990)R
(6:45) Moir* "Fuff Ride'I Movie. ass Pork Chop to- ma*:twa New Waterford Dirt"(1999) Movie:'Bones
Brun- iiiggly EmJoJo ,Dood- ;Charlie Wiggles 1Kosla Mort -Toy Story"(1995)

11113M-Piti Child
Child
Berens- Shrinks
WDKA4113 My Wife Drew
Jerry Springer X
ESPN
SportsCenterI NFL
NFL
ESPN2 11 00) NFL Monday Quarterback

TLC

Bluer

Duvall

Stooges Stooges 7 Days tin Stereo

W99.140C All My Chedren X One UN to Uve
blIFT-PBS Berens- Lions Reading Cyber- Shrinks Zoboo
1(139-For Brown Brown The 700 Club X Paid
Cops X
5011-1194 Enter- Holly- News X House Missing PerKFVSCBS News X Bold
As World Turns Guiding Light 7
WGN
News In Stereo) Magnum,Pi X Da Vinci's Inquest

TNT

Go

Won of Hazard [Dukes or Hazzard

MONDAY AFTERNOON
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Quarterback
Cribs

Movie

HBO2

1NSP

Foldkk Val
Roll" Reeding
Cosby Cosby
_
Spode.-

Denson s CreekI
'
itIt "Gado*OWN Lae Apples* Becker Becker
Cartoon Tickle U
&obrOoo-Aien invade* Torn
Paid
Open Court
Trill Neat

COURT

Family

Movie:"Save Re Lest Dance°(2001) Mon:iiiiYi "Leg* abode (2001) Movie: * lir. Deeds (2302,Canorly)
OON Movie Goonies
Coden- Coders- Grim Ì Ed, Edo Ed Edd Ed, Edd Poke- iPoke- 'Yu GI
Yu Gi Foster :ChristCOURT NYPD Blue"!
Puny Mason: Case of Scoundrel
Moist as "Sirens"(1999, Drama)
Holly- Justice The Investigators
BET
Movie:*4:"Disorder/res.'(1987)
Wayans]Wayans Special BET on Jazz
"BET's Weekend Inspiration
CNN Top20 Countdn Soldier Soldier Greatest Men
Great Women
;Christmas Time Total Access
So** Soldier
HBO
Movie: -Garbed- The Move Movie:** 'The &I Bounce Movie: Fafnir ot the Bride"(1991)I Moe* Taterotthe&kb PadrIV
MAX
Movie House-Sand Movie: Wing Commander" Mode: as Acton Jackson (1988)'R' Movie: as 'The Montle,at NOW 114/en

Paid

Grim

FAN

'Wake ofDash"

ns X
Divorce News
Boob- Barney Jokers Ropes
Divorce Judp A.
People's Count
The Wow )N)1

Saved-

BET

Ed,Edd Code
Paid
Paid

ME

Movie: **'.1 'Ward Target"(1993)

SPOKIS Dora
Quilts Duvail

65 32 50
$6 61

Movie: "Richie FIVes Christmas Wish Movie:*so lisnyPotter and the Chamber of Secrets"(2002) Daniel Radcliffe Harry Potter
Rock
Cats- NickNickNick- 'Ni [Nick- 'Amanda ;Drake School lUntab
NickNick- -Nick_,
..i.
Want
Kitchen Home i Design- Design iWeek- Design- Cash
Offbeat Reno- Week- • House
kfol. Windows
Nov*** Toubleanpecr(1961)

in$le)N)I

Cribs
28 27 39 14 mg* -unieasherr MVP° Blue I
ER ,lust a Touch" ER Abby Normal Judging key X
NYPO BiosI
29 41 41
Save- HI-5I PI*I Pe*I NOY
What Not to Weer
NWT
Serl IWINIGhti Ming Ma30 52 31 31 Fit Ule Workout Design- Design- Go** Golden Nenny (Nanny WM
Will
Unsolved Myst.
-4
32 51 * 5 Coach Coach Movie:** lbw*,Have(sigi)I Nosh Bridges It The DistrictI
The District X
34 58 29 Novis: Paris 1Vhen Stain 1110,4K ***k7
TO((195N UT !Movies Moir litionNany Met Sey... ON*
35 35 44 27 Sylvis Pin X
24)15 Stereoi
24 )In Stereo)
City Confidential
24 (in Stereol X
24 )In Stereoi
36 53 36 2 Kong
Spider RangerS
Full Hie. Ful Has.
Living Gnore Girls X Slip
gen The 700 Club

W984-1113C News News PassionsI
WrifF-426 Y AR Talk of the Town [Bold
WPS0-410 Deys of our Lives Pinions X

24(In Stereo)I

Elso SAHA
Tony Denzil
The Price Righl Newel_IY R

Hickey
Magee UR Tod Menne "Mayer Love
*WOO* 21 21 5 11 Artiwr Clio* Dragon Calor Shins Barney Sesame SliestI Lions Tenn
ViDkii-W9 22 16 10
Chapel Sabrina Sabrina Paid
Parliars
Paid
Bodes Living GirlPaid
ESPN
24 29 26 II SouteCantin
SportsCarier I
SportsCanier
SportsC.anter 8.
ESPN2 n 3o 25
Neiman Trophy Cold Rua in Stereo Live)I
Cold Ptcze (In Sirge0) X
vrv
39 *9 27 24 45.4 Iry Video MW-Up (In Stereo) NTV Hits
Cribs TCribe
—Cribs [Cribs

Dateline NBC X

Home Videos
Yoga-Rest of Us

Han

D- GALAXY

Nf? Ill 11 1151

10:00 10:30 11:00 '' 30
Minh&(N)I
The View (11(1
Nance1
The Vbw (til 1

Med Mt Slotting Over X Eye Eye Eye Eye
The Price6 Right ;fang-Resew
Mignum,Pl. X
*Mock 1

Breakfast Show

12:00 , 12:30 1:00 I 1:30
'111(104-ABC AliMyCislIdrenI One Ufe to Live
WSLABC All My ChildrenI One UN to Lbw

60 Minutes X

Teletub Sesame nest

The Ewer Show in Stereo)

6:00
6:30
Home Videos
Home Videos

Dateline NBC X

ISS-C85 NFL Football: Indianapolis Colts at Jacksonviile Jaguars I NFL Football Kansas City Chiefs at Dalas Cowboys (Live)
WON
Movie: *-**ii 16donsetet'(1087)X Movie:sea "DirlyDanang"(1987)
HomeTeem X
Home Videos
INSP
Bill
FeNow- Breakthrough X Word Jake: Frazier Family
Coral Ridge Hour Relig : Turning
610111-PBS Foreign Journal Cornell- KipMoNato- KenKy Lite This Old How
Wort- Garden

MONDAY MORNING

.

Music

Music

Clever

Drake

Maximum Exp.

City Confidential Cold Case Files

Police Videos

Mi. Crime Scn
RaySeinfeid Seinleid RNYu Gi Coders- Lyoko Lyoko Foster CannCatherine Crier NYPD Blue If
Foren- Finn-

Home

Home

Rap City-Bass.

The Road Show 106 Perk: Top 10 Uve
JohnMovie:*** "Grease"(1978) John Travolta
Dukes of Hazzard

'Movie: "PaParazzr(2004)I'Movie: *at liscrunersby"(19931I Anchorman: Legend or Ron
Movie: The Whole Ten Yards Malt * -Catwal 14061 13'
***% -Mysbe.Rne9r 12003)Sean Pew "Resdent Ent Apocahpse"

FUX

Mon Movie: "Fillers Higir(930S) Movie: "Gone Dark (2003) Movie:'Godsend'(2004)X Movie et -The Prince S Ale"(2C04)
Higgiy IJoJo 'Mouse Lilo
Suite ;Kim
1Suite !Suite 'Suite
iRroud Sister ;Phil
Raven (Raven
'Revenge at Me Red Baron' Mover *a "Scapie(1973)'PG
Eduarring Rm"'PG Movie: a**
ikivie:,
Intngue"(1956)

11802

(11.30) Movie: 'Impulse"'fl Left of the Dial (In Stereo) X"Motio:** 10 First Dans"(2004)I

MONDAY EVENING

Movie: *11'7 lispr League"(19e0)

A- CHARTER,B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- NIEDIACOM,0- WALAXI

7:00 I 7:30
8:30
8:00
9:00 I 9:30 j 10:00 10:30 ! 11:00
WKRN-ABC(Monday Night Live NFL FootbekNew Orleans Sorts at Atlanta Falcons.
News
WS1L-ABC 'Wife Swap In Stereo) NFL Football New Orleans Saints at Atlanta Falcons I
News I
Les Vegas (In Stereo) Medium (In Stereo) News
WSIIV4113C Elton John Rd
Tonight Show
Hb I Met Two Men Practice CV: Miami
WTVF-CBS King
News X Late Show
IVPSCSNIC Ekon John' Rd
Las Vegas (In Stereo, Medium (In Slereol Ns X Tonight Show

11:30 12:00 I 12:30
Nightlins Jimmy Kimmel Live
Nighdine SeInfeid Seinfeld
Late Night
Holly-

Last Cali
"Late Late Show

Late Night
Lest ca
WBBJ-ABC Wife Swap In Stereo/ NFL Football' New Orleans Saints at Atlanta Falcons
News
Nlglultine Jimmy Kimmel Live
1114PT-PBS Antiques Road:how Blind Boys of Alabama: Go Tell
News
American Soundtrack: This Land Is Your Lentil
KBV-Fox Arrested Kitchen Nanny 911 Stereo) 70s Show Malcolm SimpBecker 4: 'Bernie
Paid
Fr!rIjk1ng
WOPMWN One
He
Ail of Us GirlNews
Fronds Oprett Winfrey I
Credit
Blind
Blind
Cheaters
KFVS-C8S King
!How I Met Two Men Practice MI: Nei X
WON
Home Videos
Home Videos
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Racerslook for
clean sweep
vs. Morehead St.
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Racers will
look to sweep their first week of
Ohio Valley Conference play in
2005-06 when the Morehead
State Eagles invade the
Regional Special Events Center
for today's 7:30 p.m. tip-off.
-MSU (3-2, 1-0 OVC)got off
to a good start in league play on
Thursday by thrashing rival
Eastern Kentucky 80-51 in a
nationally-televised contest on
ESPNU.
In that game, the Racers shot
a season-high 62 percent from
the floor while building an early
double-digit lead and never
looking back against the defending OVC Tournament champion
Colonels (2-5, 0-1), who lost
their conference opener under
the guidance of new head coach'
Jeff Neubauer.
Senior
forward
Issian
Redding, making his first start
of the season in place of guard
Trey Pearson, responded to his
:new role with a career-high 25
';ioints on 9-of-12 shooting,
-, including a 6-of-8 effort from 3-,
point range.
-I
Fellow senior forward Shawn
•.
.,Witherspoon
complimented
Redding with 22 points on 10of-12 attempts from the field.
,.."The Racers shot 57. percent in
1 the first half and easily topped
' that mark with a 62-percent per'.forrnance in the second half
. '.while limiting the Colonels to
.Just 40-percent shooting on theeitning.
.
•Murtay managed to reach the
magical total of 80 points for the
second time this season. The
Racers are now 30-1 under head

SPORTS

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 10, 2005

Murray High Basketball

7 30 p.m.
Where: RSEC
Records' MSLI
(9-6, 4-1 OVC).
11.4oSU (1-4. 0-1)
Coaches: MSU
Mick Cronin
second year
(48-19), MoSU ,
Ky.) Macy, ninth
year (103-125)
Radio: Froggy
103 7 FM;
No TV.

coach Mick Cronin when they
score 80 or more points in a
game, with the only loss coming
in a 100-80 decision at
Alabama-Birmingham on Jan. 2
of this year. ,
The Racers have now won 10
straight OVC openers.
On the other side of the coin,
Morehead State (1-4, 0-1) limps
into Murray off Thursday
night's 66-55 loss at Austin
Peay, marking the Eagles' fourth
straight defeat after opening the
season with their lone victory
over NCAA Division 11
Kentucky Christian.
Against Austin Peay, the
Eagles struggled from the 3point arc in the first half, hitting
just I -of-7 attempts while
falling behind early in the contest.
Forward Shaun Williams.
who leads Morehead in scoring
at 20.9 points per game, paced
the Eagles with 24 points and
seven rebounds against the
Crovernors. Quentin Pryor followed with II points.
The Racers, who have dominated the all-time series between
11 See RACERS Page 2C

Kentucky vs. Indiana

IU's Davis looking
for more than just
first win over UK
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Indiana coach Mike Davis
shrugs off the suggestion he
needs a victory Saturday over
No. 15,Kentucky to quiet his
critics,
He'd rather focus on getting
his 18th-ranked Hoosiers to play
with the passion and intensity
they
showed
against No. I
Duke. Rectify
those issues, use their powerful
inside game properly and Davis
figures victories will come —
• even against the Wildcats.
"We are not going to base our
AP
season on whether we beat Indiana head coach Mike
Kentucky or not," Davis said. Davis, shown here during
"We have definitely picked up the Hoosiers'
loss at inon some things that we need to
state foe Indiana State earimprove on over our last game
and last week. We've got to play lier this week, is 0-5 in his
career against Kentucky.
basketball."
Yes. Davis has adopted a new another lopsided defeat, 73-58.
mantra for Saturday's renewal at
Wildcats coach Tubby Smith
the RCA Dome of this old rival- has called his success against
ry: Beating the Wildcats would Davis' Hoosiers merely good
be a welcome change, but it is fortune. Kentucky players, howfar from a defining moment.
ever, believe they still have
Kentucky (6-2) has been the something to prove against
most notable thorn in Davis' lndiana (4-2) — that they
career.
belong among the nation's elite
Hoosiers fans frequently teams this season.
point to his 0-5 mark against the
"It is a big game. We really
Wildcats but some conveniently want to show the world what we
ignore that Davis' predecessor. are capable of," guard Joe
'Bob.Knight, lost five,of his last Crawford said."We have to pass
six games against Kentucky.
the ball, rebound and develop
What stands out more than more flow to our game."
the losses. Ihough, is Davis'
With Crawford acknowledgsometimes erratic behavior.
ing that Kentucky has yet to play
— After an 88-74 loss in its best basketball, some believe
2000. Davis chastised his team this could be the year Davis
, and said he may not be the right finally changes the perception.
Perhaps the best news for the
. , man to coach the Hoosiers.
—In the waning moments of Hoosiers is that they no longer
a 70414 loss in 2002, Davis have to contend with either
stormed onto the court, waving Kelenna Azubuike or Chuck
his arms and berated an official Hayes. who have had big games
for not calling afoul on a poten- against them the past two years.
tial winning shot.
They got more good news
— In 2003, Davis skipped his -Thursday when the NCAA ruled
postgame news conference after center Randolph Morris would
an embarrassing 80-41 drub- not be eligible to play this seabing.
son. Kentucky officials have
— Last year. Davis kept his said they plan to appeal.
cool hut the Hoosiers endured

MICHAEL DANN.Ledger & Times Photo

Murray High senior Joey Jackson puts up a second-half- shot aginast Marshall
County defenders Landon Smith (left) and Austin Brown Friday night at ReedConder Gymnasium. Jackson had three points in the Tigers' Fourth District loss.

Marshals grind out win
over Tigers Friday night
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
- DRAPTENVILLE, Ky. In two games this past week.
the Murray High boys' basketball team has seen two contrasting styles of offense.
In Tuesday night's loss to
Fulton County, the Tigers
played a run-and-gun style
with the Pilots that ended in a
55-45 loss.
On Friday night, Murray
was exposed to a more
methodical. grind-it-gut type
of contest that, unfortunately
for the Tigers, produced similar results. The Marshals won

Marshall Co. 51
E.RS 23'
Murray
02 06 06 09 — 23
Marshall Co. 11
11 11 15-51
Murray (1-3): Gibson. Rollins 6, Tnce
5. Volt) 2 McCuiston 2. Oliver. Mastruty
3, Parker-Bell. Jones 2. Alexander.
Buck. Jackson 3 FG 7-27, 3-point. 112 FT. 8-20 Rebounds 17 Fouls 20.
Marshail Co. (4-0): Ard 18. Sp•celand
8. Barga, A Williams. Donohoo 12,
Albritton 1. Frizzell, Palmer 3. L.
Williams 4, Z Lathram 2. E Lathrarn 0.
Brown, Bohannon. Smith 3 FG: 15-41
3-point 8-19. FE 13-20/Rebounds:
33, Fowls: 18.

51-23 in Fourth District
action.
Murray High head coach
David Fields admitted follow-

ing the Fulton County loss that
his Tigers were not were close
to where he would have liked
for them to be offensively.
Friday, night showed that
the Tigers still have some
work to do, as they didn't
score in double-figures in any
quarter and fell victim to 18
second-chance points by
Marshall County.
"We're still lackluster on
the offensive end." Fields said.
"Marshall was just more physical than us. We wanted to
establish an inside game. but
our big guys just got pushed
II See TIGERS Page 2C

MHS suffers painful loss
Sears goes
down in loss
to Marshals
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
DRAFFEN-VILLE. Ky. —
Marshall County drew first
blood against Murray High
on Friday night in what could
be a wide-open race for
Fourth District supremacy
this season.
And for the Lady Tigers. a'
key component in that race
may be lost for the season.
With just a minute off the
game clock. Murray senior
forward Whitney Sears went
down with an ankle injury
and didn't return to the game.
The end result was a 61-28
Murray loss at the hands of
the Lady Marshals.
Sears had Murray High's
opening bucket, making it a
3-2 game with 7:36 to play.
Thirty seconds later, the senior went down among a
throng of players and was
helped back to the sideline as
she hobbled off the court on
Irr right foot.
Win or lose. Murray- High
head coach Rechelle Turner
had one goal in mind for her
Lady Tigers — to he a better
to
MICHAEL DANN 1 edger
arias
basketball team by the time
Jordan Huston puts up this shot past the defense of
'Reed-Conder
they
left
Mirshall County's Leah Creason during the third quarGymnasium.
The Lady Tigers were pin ter of Friday night's Fourth District clash at ReedConder Gymnasium. Huston had seven points in the
•See MHS Page 2C
Lady Tigers' loss.

Many
names
mayfill
MSU's
wish list
While moat eseryoue else is
out searching for that perfect
gilt for a family member or
friend, the Murray State
Cnisersity administration is
doing a little Christmas shopping of its own this holiday season.
MSU athletics director Allen
Ward looks to have his shopping done by the nuddle of this
month, when he hopes to
unwrap the Racers 16th head
football coach
That much is known. But
just who is on Ward's shopping
list has
remained a
mystery
since it was
announced
following
MSC's season-ending
loss at
TennesseeMartin that
SideNnes head
coach
By Scott
Jae
Nanney
Parinunzio
would not
Sports
be retained
Editor
for 2006.
Like children snooping around the house
for their Christmas gifts. many
in Racer Nation have been fishing for information on the possibilities for their team's next
coach.
So who
turn up under
the Racers',Chrisunas tree later
this month?
Here are a few names that
have hit the rumor mill in the
last few days:
II Randy Fitchner. offensis•e
• coordinator/quarterbacks coach.
University of Memphis.
Fitchner, 41. a former
Memphis assistant under Chuck
Stobart in the early 1990s who
has also sen'ed stints as an
assistant at Arkansas State and
UNLV.joined Tiger head coach
Tommy West's staff in 2001.
By installing a spread
offense at UM. Fitchner has
been an integral part of the
Tigers' resurgence in recent
seasons. Memphis will play
Akron in the Motor City Bowl
on Dec, 26.
MI Kim Dameron, defensive
coordinator, Louisiana Monroe.
Dameron. a former defensive
coordinator under Houston Nun
at Murray, State from 1993 to
1995. recently completed his
first season as head of the
Indians' defense after serving
four seasons in the same position at Stephen F. Austin.
An Arkansas alumnus,
Dameron has also served stints
as an assistant coach with the
Razorbacks, at UNLV and at
fellow Ohio Valley Conference
member Eastern Illinois.
Dameron. who married Murray
native Debbie Key. helped the
Racers to the 1995 OVC championship with a defense that
was ranked third in the nation
in Division 1-AA.
•Sparks• Woods, running
backs coach, Alabama.
Woods. a graduate of
Carson-Newman College in
Tennessee, has also spent time
at Tennessee, South Carolina
and Mississippi State. He was
head coach at South Carolina
from 19844 to 1993.
II Greg Nord, tight ends.
running hacks coach, •
LOtiiss ille
Nord. who has spent the last
II seasons at Con_ has also
coached at Georgia Tech and
in-state rival Kentucky tic is
one of two Cardinal assistants
rumored to he interested in the
Murray State post. The other is
Paul Petrillo, the brother of
LlofL head coach Bobby
Petrino.
III Matt Griffin, head coach.
Tennessee-Martin.
A former assistant coach at
Maine, Griffin returned to UTM
-- where he formerly served as
the Skyhawks' offensive coordinator
before the 2003.
NI See COACHES Page 2C
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mature and more physical. We seven, 11-4, on Joey Jackson's
just need to get stronger so that deuce with 5:59 to play in the
around. That's going to be a re- doesn't h4pen anymore," he
second quarter, but the Marshals
occurring problem, I'm afraid to added.
— led by Ard's game-high 18
say. But our guys just have to
Murray
committed
10 points — went on to outscore
get better and learn from'these turnovers in the first half.
Those Murray 11-4 to close out the
types of games."
miscues were forced by a heavy first half.
Murray was a porous 7-of-27 man-to-man defense applied by
Fields thought Marshall
for 25.9 percent from the floor Marshall County. For the game, would want to run the ball on his
against the Marshals, who were the Tigers finished with 14 mis- team. He was happy that the
led by the senior combo of cues that led to 18 points for the Tigers were able to keep
Daniel Ard and Sawyer Marshals.
Marshall off balance at times.
Donohoo.
Marshall head coach Gus
"We weren't trying to hold
The Tigers were 3-of-9 from Gillespie said his squad has the ball," Field added."Our kids
the floor in the first half, when excelled in the early season by are beginning to understand the
they fell behind 11-2 at the end moving the ball around and concept of maximizing good
of the first quarter and trailed waiting for an open shot.
shot selection. We still have to
22-8 at halftime.
"Murray was patient in trying find a better way to get that bet"You hear people say that to move the basketball," ter shot."
your defense usually comes Gillespie said. "Sometimes -,, Gillespie, who is in his secaround before you offense does, that's tough to do when you're 'ond year at the Marshals' after
and I think that's the case with trying to be alert defensively moving in from Centralia,
Ill.,
us," Fields said. "But we had the and keep moving the basketball, felt as though Murray dictated
same problem with Webster I thought our kids did a good job the tempo of the game, especialCounty ( during a scrimmage of not breaking down."
ly early on.
game in the Paducah Tilghman
Murray didn't get its first
"We came down and hit our
jamboree), where big physical bucket until 1:04 remained in first three shots for 3s, and then
guys give us problems. We're the first quarter. The Tigers were we had a few rim out on us," he
not a physical bunch.
already down 11-0 when Hugh said. -k -feel good about this
"We have height and good Rollins connected for the only team. Obviously, we couldn't
size, but Marshall was stronger score of the quarter.
score some points. But if we
in those key spots.,They're more
Murray pulled to within need to grind it out in a slow

half-court game, then we'll do

Sponsored By:

Ard, who has already cornmuted to play at Murray State
next season, was 4-of-13 shooting from the field ad 9-of-16
from the free throw line. He
grabbed a game-high 11
rebounds to finish with a double-double.
Donohoe dumped in 12
points, going 3-of-3 from 3point range, while handing out
four assists.
The Tigers were led by Hugh
Rollins' six points off the bench.
Kenneth Trice tossed in five
points, while Joey Jackson and
Ted Masthay each finished with
three, Chess Volp, Blake
McCuiston and Aaron Jones all
had two points for Murray High,
which was out-rebounded 3321, including 134 on the offensive glass.
Murray (1-3) held Marshall
to I5-of-41 shooting on the
night for 36 percent, but were
hurt by 8 3-pointers — three of
which came from Donohoo and
two from Travis Spie,eland, who
finished with eight points.

•MHS
From Page 1C
behind the eight-ball early.
Sears, who entered. the game
averaging 17 points and five
rebounds per contest, received
an initial diagnosis of a torn
Achilles. She. was taken to
Marshall County hospital afterwards.
"You don't prepare for something like this," said Turner, who
knows something about losing
leading scorers after Lisa
Thurman suffered back-to-back
ACL injuries during her sophomore and junior seasons. "We
run all of our offenses through
Whitney. Whitney has been our
offensive power for the first several games, and we weren't prepared for that.
"Mentally, when you see a
teammate go down, I felt like we
never mentally got back in it. As
word started spreading as to the
severity of the injury, that
weighs heavily on you. With a
team like Marshall County. you
can't afford to have anything get
in your way," she added.
The Lady Marshals(4-0) didn't let anything stand in their

way. They put 10 players in the Shannon Elias and Meghan
scoring column. Marshall used Jenkins each had four points.
16 players in all, receiving a Christina'Dunn had three and
game-high 15 points from Sears two.
Jessica Holder.
Visibly upset and shaken,
Marshall County forced Turner said that seeing Sears go
Murray Iligh into 24 turnovers down puts the game of basket— 16 at the half — as it took a ball in perspective for someone
32,
:16 lead into the locker room. like herself— a former Marshall
The 10 points Murray scored in County star, who has been
the first quarter (18-10) would coaching for the better part of
be the most it would score in any nine years now.
one quarter of the contest. The
"As a coach, I spend a lot of
Lady Tigers shot 10-of-36 from time watching film and a lot of
the field (27 percent) and 7-of- time preparing," Turner noted.
16 from the free throw line, "Things like this happen tonight
including I-of-11 from 3-point and you realize basketball is
range. MHS was 3-of-19 from basketball. I've got a kid on her
the floor in the second half, way home tonight where if she
managing just 12 total points in can't play basketball, I personalthe final 16 minutes.
ly don't know what I'm going to
"Even if we were full do with her. Basketball is what
strength. we have had to play a she does, and things like that put
perfect game to beat them," Things in perspective for you.
Turner added. "They are better
"We're not deep enough to
than us. They are deeper than us. lose anybody,- Turner continThey do a lot of things better ued. "If one person goes down.
than we do."
we immediately are put behind
Murray was led by Mallory the eight-ball. We don't have the
Cunningham's eight points. capability of putting two or
Jordan Huston hammered home three different people in. We're
seven points and grabbed a young; we're very inexperiteam-high
rebounds. enced in our starting lineup. It's
12
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While Supplies Last

Vent Free Gas Logs
18" Ky Stack
-Voted #1 Gas Log in America"

$100 Off

5999

Collector Knives
In Stock
Reg. Stock

25% Off

§p

Outdoor Gauges
TH012-63
Two-Sided
Standing
Clock/Gauges
Coffee Finish
Reg. $23799

42" Ceiling Fan
Polished Brass 4 Blade
Schoolhouse Glass Light Kit
With Reversible Blades

'2999

Starting at

SALE $175
"

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Serving lieu Since
7955 Won Quality
Products And Seivice
You Deserve

NFL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W IT Pct
7 5 0 583
New Englar,i
5 7 0 417
Miami
4 8 0 333
Buffalo
2 10 0 167
N.Y Jets
South
W
L T Pct
12 0 0 1 000
x-Indianspolui
9 3 O 750
Jacksonville
3 9 O 250
Tennessee
1 11 O 083
Houston
North
W
L T Pet
9 3 0 750
Cincinnati
7
5
0 583
Pittsburgh
4 8 0 333
Baltimore
4 8 0 333
Cleveland
West
Pet
Denver
9 3 0 750
a 4 0 667
San Diego
8 4 0 667
Kansas City
4 8 0 333
Oakland
Sunday's Games
Oakland at N.Y Jets, Noon
Houston at Tennessee, Noon
Chicago at Pittsburgh, Noon
New England at Buffalo, Noon
Cleveland at Cincinnati. Noon
St Louis at Minnesota. Noon
Indianapolis at Jacksonville, Noon
Tampa Bay at Carolina. Noon
San Francisco at Seattle, 3:05 p.m
Washington at Arizona, 3-05 p.m.
N Y Giants at Philadelphia, 3:05 p m
Kansas City at Dallas, 3:15 pm
Miami at San Diego, 3:15 p.m.
Baltimore at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Detroit at Green Bay, 7:30 p.m.
Monday's Game
New Orleans at Atlanta, 8 p.m.

Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

Inc.

200-206 E. Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs. M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.

Voted 01

Hardware
State
2005

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
I. T Pet
8 4 0 667
N S Giants
7
5
0 583
Dallas
6 6 0 500
Washington
5 7 0 417
Philadelphia
South
W L T Pot
9 3 0 750
Carolina
8 4 0 667
Tampa Bay
7 5 9 583
Atlanta
3 9 0 250
New Orleans
Nofth
W IT Pct
9 3 0 750
Chicago
7 5 0 583
Minnesota
4 8 0 333
Detroit
2 10 0 187
Green Bay
West
W IT Pet
10 2 0 833
y-Seattle
5 7 0 417
St Louis
4 8 0 333
Anzona
2 10 0 187
San Francisco
x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
Saturday, Dec. 17
Tampa Bay at New England, 12:30 p.m.
Kansas City at N.Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Denver at Buffalo. 7.30 pm
Sunday, Dec. 18
N Y. Jets at Miami, Noon
Anions at Houston, NOOrl
Seattle at Tennessee. Noon
San Diego at Indianapolis, Noon
Philadelphia at St. Louis, Noon
Carolina vs. New Orleans at Baton
Rouge. La., Noon
San Francisco at Jacksonville, Noon
Pittsburgh at Minnesota, Noon
Cincinnati at Detroit, 3:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Oakland, 3:05 p.m.
Dallas at Washington, 3:15 p.m
Atlanta at Chicago. 7130 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 19
Green Bay at Baltimore. 8 p.m.

Pie
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Leinart wins
Unitas award
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Matt Leinart has been helping
Southern California teammate
Reggie Bush prepare for the
Heisman Trophy.
"I told him to get ready for
the whirlwind," Leinart said
Friday after accepting the
Johnny Unitas Golden Arm
Award as the nation's top senior
quarterback. "I told him to get
ready for some crazy days."
Leinart doesn't think he'll
join former Ohio State running
back Archie Griffin as the only
player to win college football's
Most coveted award twice. The
way the USC quarterback looks
at it, he's not even the best player in his own backfield, so how
can he be the best player in the
country?
"I've kind of been there,
done that," Leinart said. "I was
spoiled and had a great experience last year. Now I'd like to
see my teammate get it. I think
he's the best player in college
football."

holding on to a 64-62 edge on
the strength of an Alaina Lee
the two schools to the tune of a
layup. But the Lady Colonels(299-50 advantage, will be look6, 2-0) tied the contest on a
ing for their fifth straight victory
layup by Ashley Cazee and took
over Morehead. Murray State the lead for good on a layup
has won each of the previous
from Tamika Bowers with just
four games by 14 points or
over four minutes to play.
more.
Morehead State (5;1) will be
In eight-plus seasons under
looking to get off to a 2-0 head the guidance of former
start in league play after winKentucky standout Kyle Macy.
ning 81-75 Thursday night at the Eagles have posted just a
Austin Peay. The Lady Eagles
103-125 record, including only
were a season-best 18-20 from
three winning seasons. Macy's
the free throw line — including
Morehead teams are just 4-14
14-of-14 in the game's final
lifetime against Murray State. .
three minutes — to knock off.
Following tonight's contest,
the Lady Governors.
the Racers will hit the road to
Following today's action, the
play at Jacksonville State (Dec.
Lady Racers will take more than
19) and at Samford (Dec. 21)
a week off for final exams at
before returning home -for an
Murray State before jumping
extended homestand.
back into action at Jacksonville
Lady Racers: The Murray
State_con Pec. 18.
State women's team will try to
rebound from Thursday's disappointing 75-70 loss to Eastern
3LIMP SPONSORED SY:
Kentucky when it hosts
Lindy Suitor
Morehead State today at 5:15.
Star teraidy IrmoIpfx7
The Lady Racers (1-6, 0-1
OVC) placed four players in
savls or your nonw murales.
cortoct us Iodayf
double figures against EKU, led
44111 Mole St.• 753-5142
by 18 points on 6-of-16 shooting
from forward Erica Gordian.
TV
Schedule
Murray actually led as late as
Today
the 4:57 mark ofthe second half,
BOXING
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Murray
10 08 04 013 — 28
Marshal Co, 18 14 16 13 —61
Murray (2-2): Elias 4, Cunningham 8,
Sears 2, Dunn 3. Huston 7, Jenkins 4,
McClure, Pember, Linzy, Stroup,
McAllister Dieleman FG: 10-36. 3point: 1-11, FT: 7-16 Rebound*: 30.
Fouls: 7
Marshall Co.(4-0): Canup, Gipson 3,
Creason 7, P Doom 6. Holder 15,
Leonard. Gann. &Hand it, Beasley 8,
Fisk 2, A. Doom 2, Mitchell 3. Bellamy,
Mason, Smith FG: 19-59 3-point: 817.
15-16. Rebounds: 35 Fouls:
13.
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•Coaches,.

1 WEEK ONLY!

Starting at

going to be a situation where we
have to wait. Hopefully, God
will give us some good news. If
not, we'll have to go back to the
drawing board because there are
still a lot of games left."

•

Haverstedr
Insurance Agency

defeated archrival Tennessee
for the first time since 1982.
Griffin has overseen a quick
McNeese State offensive
rebuilding project at Martin,
coordinator
MatrViator and
guiding the Skyhawks to their
Todd Berry, a former head
first winning season since 1993 •
coach at Illinois State and
with a 6-5 finish in 2005.
Army, have also been menUTM's campaign included av
tioned as candidates for the
season-ending rout of Murray
Racer post.
State at Hardy Graham
According to at least one
Stadium. The game marked the
source,
both Dameron and
end of the Pannunzio era at
Berry have been interviewed
MSU after six seasons and a
for the job. Fisher and Griffin
29-35 record.
are also reportedly being
Charlie Fisher, wide
strongly considered.
receivers coach, Vanderbilt.
Will it be any of these
A former Division II head
coaches, or is there another
coach and Division I-A offenname that has yet to surface'?
sive coordinator, Fisher comWho knows. But it sure
pleted his third season with the
seems
that Ward's shopping list
Commodores this fall — one in
has dwindled — just maybe
which Vanderbilt came a:+ithin
down to the perfect gift for
one win of earning its first bowl
Racer football!
berth since the early 1980s and

CCIVIS tops Murray Middle
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle School's seventh grade girls' basketball
team evened its record at 4-4 on the season with a 31-13 triumph
over crosstown rival Murray Middle Friday night.
Kristin Boggess paced the Calloway attack with nine points,
while sixth grader Alyssa Cunningham chipped in six. Emily
Chrisman followed with four points, Karlee Wilson and Kara Smith
each tallied three and Layla Choate. Morgan Smothertnan and
McKaylon Wilson tossed in two apiece.
Shelby Crouch led Murray in scoring with seven points, while
Georgia Barnett tossed in six.
Calloway returns to the floor on Monday at North Marshall.

9 p.m.
HBO — Middleweights. Ronald Wright
(49-3-0) vs Sam Soliman (31-7-0), at
Uncasville, Conn
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
11 LT.
ESPN2 — NCAA. Division I-AA tournament. semifinal, Furman at
Appalachian St
1 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — MCA& Division IAA. SWAC, championship game.
Alabama ASA vs Grambling St., at
Birmingham. Ala.
3 p.m.
ESPN — NCAA. Division II tournament, championship game, NW
Missoun St vs Grand Valley St. at
Florence. Ala
7 p.m.
ESPN — Heisman Trophy
Presentation. at New York
GOLF
8 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour, Dunhill
Championship third round, at
Malelane. South Africa (same-day
tape)
2 p.m.
ABC — PGA Tour, Target World
Challenge. third round, at Thousand
Oaks, Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — California at Kansas
12:30 p.m.
CBS — National coverage. Duke vs
Texas, at East Rutherford. N.J.
1 p.m.
ESPN — Ohio St. at Saint Joseph's
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — Michigan at South Florida
WGN — John R Wooden Classic.
Washingigg vs. New Mexico and
UCLA vs Nevada. at Anaheim. Calif
2:45 p.m.
CBS — Regional coverage, Kentucky
at Indiana or Oklahoma St at Gonzaga
9 p.m.
FSN — St John's at Virginia Tech
4 p.m.
ESPN2 — Alabama at Temple
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Wichita St vs Michigan St
at Auburn Hilts. Mich
RODEO
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — PRCA. National Finals,
ninth round, at Litt WWI
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Outdoors
Good fish can be found despite weather
U has been cold and windy. But to the leeward side 01 the bay.
when we can find a school of crapAccording to the Tennessee Valpie or stripers in some slack wind ley Authority, there will be some
areas, we can catch some fish.
additional waters coming this way from
The crappie have had plenty of the upper lakes in Tennessee. I know
time to rebuild their you won't get this information in
bodies with fat, time to take advantage of it, unless
juicy shad min- you call the TVA number yourself
nows,
baby
It's a big help most of the time
bluegill, stripers for several reasons, so here is the
and baby bass. It information number to call — 1-800doesn't happen very 238-2264. Barkley Lake is extension
often with the bass, No. 44, while Kentucky Lake is No.
but it happens when 33. Everything else is explained to
other species are you.
absent and the crapWe stand a good chance to catch
Fishing pie are forced to some good fish all this week because
hunt a little hard- of the timetable. Dawn is listed in
Line
er around the old the books as a major feeding time,
By Jerry
brushpiles.
as is high noon and dusk.
Maupin
The
temperaTuesday, Friday and Saturday have
Outdoors
tures are pretty listed majors as 4:30 p.m. until dark,
equal from the dam dawn, 6:15 a.m. to 8:05 a.m. and
Columnist
to the Paris Land- 6:55 a.m. until 9 a.m. At dusk on
ing and Big Sandy areas. The nor- Saturday is also one of those times.
mal temperatures now seem to be in
The moon will be coming to full
the 47 to 52-degree range. I know phase on Dec. IS. The major times
the high winds have been a major are listed from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
factor with me, and I'm sure that Friday and Saturday, Dec. 16-17,
others feel the same way.
should also be good. Hopefully, the
It just isn't any fun once those coming waters will bring us another
winds get over 10 mph. At that speed, supply of shad baitfish that we can
we still become restricted to the larg- keep for a little longer than the last
er bays. Most often, we're restricted ones.

Kevin Carr harvested this 10-point buck while hunting on the opening morning of gun season in Calloway County.

They came in a rush, but most ot
Another thing you need to know
the rise went on through, as did the about sauger is the best time to catch
baldish. I wish there was a way we them. That comes during an increase
could get some fresh water with the in the current on the main lake, or
shad and keep it long enough for the below any dam.
baitfish to get back into the bays so
The sauger love to feed into the
they can feed our residents.
currents because that's where they
It is tough to have to look so find their prey. There is at least a
hard for shad baitfish. During this dozen multi-colored lead head hair jigs.
rise, the sauger should turn on in Those are the best lures to catch
order to put on some more winter sauger on.
fat. We could use a ,good sauger run
Benson's Sporting Goods has the
about now. They are the favorite best 'selection of sauger jigs in this
species for man folks since the meat area. They have a tiny stinger hook
is such a mild flavor.
tied onto the main hook that comes
I will have some more informa- from the eyelet of the jig. That can
tion on the sauger next week, if the save you some lost fish.
winds are favorable. We usually try
Sometimes the sauger hite so light
to stay along the deeper river bank that you can barely detect the moveledges in order to located the larger ment. They will ingest the jig so
sauger.
softly that you will have trouble
They feed mainly on the gizzard detecting that movement. That is where
shad, which can be close to the ledges the tiny treble hook will remain in
boarding the river.
the sauger's mouth as it attempts to
The shad have a gizzard much swim away.
like the one found in birds. They are
You will have •to learn the feel of
capable of eating the mosses and the extra weight as the sauger "bites"
algae plant life that grows along the the jig and minnow combo. Most
bottom.
often, they will pick the lure off the
This is the main diet of the sauger. bottom as you set it down. It's a
But like most other predator species, very light touch!
they will attack and devour any other
You can set the hook much the
species of fish while they are on the same as you would on a crappie, but
hunt!
be sure to use. a dipnet in order to

Dylan Boone took this 8-point point
buck white hunting with his father
on the opening weekend of the deer
season.

Tristan Rice, 9, poses with the
8-point buck he harvested while
on a hunting trip in Texas.

get your sauger in the boat. They
can flop around and get away so easily that you will embarrassed about
losing it.
You may run into a salesman who
only has small crappie minnows You
need the larger sauger minnows to
do really well. Once the word is out.
the dealers will have the larger minnows to sell to the sauger angler's.
You could ask ahead of time it
you buy at the same place regularly. Most dealers will keep you supplied with big minnow's.
One can add some extra excitement to your trip by dragging a couple of small bluest!l or threadfin shad
barely off the bottom.
Once the bite is on in a current.
the large rockfish stripers will make
a pass through to see what you have
to eat.
They may not take the lead head
jig, but they will surely take that
shad or monster minnow. That fish
will give you the fight of its life!
Always be prepared because they
can also get your rods if your hands
are cold. A small propane heater is
ideal for keep those hands warm and
working! Have fun and enjoy the
lake!
Happy Fishing!

Mary 'iarson shows o one of the
white stripers she caught while on a
recent fishing outing with her husband, Bill, and guide Jerry Maupin

Observations on the 2005 deer season
Here's a little test, The deer
harvest is lagging behind 2004
totals so far this year. This is
due to: a) not as many deer
this year; b) less intense rut;
c) the war in Iraq.
Actually, the most plausible
answer may be "c." Thanks to
the ,,war in Iraq, soldiers from
Ft. Campbell
and
Ft.
Knox, along
with
Reservist
and National
Guard
members
from all over
Comthe
monwealth,
In The are hunting
terrorists
Field
of
instead
By Kenny
this
deer
Darnell
year.
Throw in
Outdoors
high
the
Columnist
of
costs
gasoline and increased security around military bases that
offer hunting opportunities, and
the war certainly does have an
effect.
The current numbers show
Kentucky behind 24,000 deer
from the 2004 total harvest.
The modern gun harvest is lagging by only 7,000 deer. Deer
taken during the muzzle-loading season are short by 12,000,
with the 10 day late ML season yet to go.
Depending on the weather
for the next 10 days and the
quality of the late January hunt,

Kentucky should end up only
10,000 to 12,000 deer short of
the record 2004 season. I see
no cause for alarm in those numbers.
Harvest numbers in Kentucky have always fliietuated
from year to year and lend to
cycle rather than maintain a
steady march from one record
to the next. The goal of the
KDFWR is to obtain optimum
deer populations in every county, then maintain neutral growth.
Every county is different in
terms of terrain and human
population — factors which
must be considered in population management. In short, more
people per square mile equates
to fewer deer per square mile
in terms of population management. Higher concentrations
of deer in populated areas me
more car/deer collisions and
increased dama
dens, and landscaping.
The 2004 season was a
record-setting season probably
because of a single variable
— the failure of the acorn
crop. Acorns are a deer's
favorite fall and winter food.
In years when acorns are
abundant, deer will all but disappear as they camp underneath their favorite oak trees.
Last year, however, the deer
did not have acorns and had
to find food wherever they
could. They had. to spend more
time in the fields looking for
anything edible. The first killing
frost was late last year. which
allowed deer to feed on the
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regrowth from harvested crops
far into the season.
Having to move long distances to feed and spending
more time in open fields makes
the deer more vulnerable to
hunters — hence, the higher
harvest numbers in 2004. This
year, the deer were back in
their normal patterns, feeding
on acorns in the woods mostly at night.
Several things affected, the
2005 season in addition to the
return of the acorns. Fall was
unseasonable dry and hot —
factors which tend to reduce
deer movement. Those bright.
moonlit nights during the
November gun season afforded the deer the privilege of
feeding and romping during
the night while bedding down
in cool, secluded places durthe day.
ere were extremely windy
s that kept hunters out of
the woods along with the threat
of severe weather. All of these
things add up to a less than
optimum season, yet one that
may not fall too short when
compared with other seasons.
• As for the timing of the rut
in Kentucky, theories are as
numerous as flies at a picnic.
KDFWR biologists report that
the majority of does are bred
during the same time period
each year based on years of
examining deer innards during
quota hunts and at check stations.
Theories based on moon
phases and weather make for

interesting debate, but there is
little evidence in support. The
key to the rut in Kentucky is
understanding the different
phases.
The first key phase to the
rut is the "seeking",phase. During this time, bucks roam night
and day over a wide area looking for love. Because the does
are not interested at this time.
bucks are on the move constantly. making indecent proposals to every doe they encounter.
This phase occurs generally during the last week of
October to the first week of
November. It is followed by
the "chasing" phase, as does
begin to become interested in
a little romance, but tend to
remain coy. ,
When opening day. the second Saturday in November.
moves nearer the beginning of
the month, hunters see more
bucks in the seeking and chasing phase.
In 2003. opening day was
Nov. 8. Bucks were running
everywhere, looking for willing does. Beginning in 2(X)4.
the opener moved from the
Nov. 8 to Nov. 13 — a full
five days later into the rut. By
this time, the does had become
receptive to the advances of
the bucks and the big boys
were squirreling them away in
out-of-the-way places in what
is referred to as,the "tending"
phase.
In areas where the buck/doe
ratio is low, competition among
bucks for the available does
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means hot action for hunters.
But when there are an abundance of does, the big bucks
become lazy and don't have
to work hard or fight hard for
girlfriends.
As a result, bucks seem to
disappear during the tending
phase of the rut. On opening
day of this season. I watched
a buck herd his doe into a
small thicket in the middle of
a large field, where they bedded down and stayed put for
the remainder of the day.
When they are not seeing
big bucks chasing does during
the November season, many
hunters believe the rut is over.
The opposite is true. The bucks
have sequestered themselves
with willing does and don't need
to seek or chase.
Take more does out of the
population, and the bucks will
re-appear. A sure sign of doe
overabundance is when hunters
see small, younger bucks breeding does. In a balanced population, only the mature bucks
handle the breeding duties.
The moon and the weather
do affect the rut in certain
ways. Deer tend to move more
during daylight hours when it
is cold because they already
have their warm, winter coats.
A bright moon will allow
the deer to feed and frolic
more freely at night than during periods of cloudy weather
or a new moon. But neither
of these factors actually' trigger the rut — Mother Nature
does that all by herself, based

on the deer's internal calendar
which, by the was, has little
to do with our calendar.
So with all things considered. the 2005 season, shouldn't raise much concern,. unless
the downward trend continues
for the next few years. If the
harvest drifts lower while deer
populations
continue
to
increase, expect longer seasons
and liberal limits.
If it is determined that the
population is decreasing along
with the harvest. the KDFWR
will adjust harvest ,one designations until the population stabilizes.
At the moment. how e% er.
our number one problem
appears to be fewer hunters
chasing an ever increasing number of deer. That's why Kentucky is striving to recruit more
hunters and to provide expanded opportunities via crossbow
and special youth seasons.
And that's why I continue
to preach the concept, of -simplification." Simplify the license
process. the Tele-chek pnvess,
and the season structure.
The myriad of confusing
laws, regulations. seasons, permits, and fees are becoming a
deterrent to hunting. Kentucky
has a resource that is second
to none. Simplify the regulations and stop looking for ways
to extract more fees from sportsmen and the problem will he
well on the way toward a solution.
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BUSINESS
Chamber Checks available for holiday gift giving
Did you know... The Chamber
is ready to help
you shop for
Christmas with a
good supply of
Chamber Checks
for gift giving
this season?
These multipurpose gift certificates can be used
at any Chamber
merchant and
Chamber
come in $5 increChat
menu. Give the
By Lisa
gift of shopping
Satterwhite
in Murray and
Assistant
one that can
Director
please everyone
Murray/Calloway
on your list!
County Chamber
of Commerce

Coming Up

Around Town
II Santa Hours: Today, noon - 3
p.m., Dec. 17, 11 a.m. -2 p.m.; Dec.
18.1 - 4 p.m.; Dec. 23, 1 - 4 p.m.;
Dec. 24. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
•AQHA Horse Show, MSU Expo,
through Dec. II.
•Kappa Tour of Homes, four local
homes featured. Dec. 1 1, I - 4 p.m.,
,753-5023.
•Twilight Cabaret Productions
presents "A Holiday Dinner
Experience", Ken-Bar Lodge, 7711
Hwy.641 N., Gilbertsville, Dec. 16 17. 6:30 p.m„ 270-436-2399 for reservations.
II1Christmas Eve at the The
Homeplace, LBL, Dec. 17.
•Murray State Commencement,
RSEC, Dec. 17.
II It's A Wonderful Life, Playhi)
in the Park, dates through Dec. 18,

759-2199 for tickets.
•A Story of Christmas/'Tis the
Season, Golden Pond Planetarium,
LBL, through Dec, 18, 1-800-LBL7077 or www.lbl.org for more info.
•OsteoporoSis and
Vision/Glaucoma Screenings, Center
for Health & Wellness, Dec. 20, 8 a.m.
- noon and 1 - 3 p.m.
•How to Burn Off Your Holiday
Cookies, Center for Health &
Wellness, Dec. 21,1-1.11:30
•Murray Stroke/Head Injury
Support Group, Center for Health &
Wellness, Dec. 22, 5:30 - 6:30 p.m,
•Christmas Eve Candlelight
Service, First Christian Church, Ill N.
5th St., Dec. 24,8 p.m.
•Murray Trade Day, MCC Park,
Dec. 26, 7 a.m. - noon.
II Christmas in the Park - A Festival
of Lights, through Dec. 28,6 - 9 p.m.,.
Needline donations accepted.
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Highlights from the Commerce
Center include

re!

•In conjunction with the Paducah
Area and Murray-Calloway County
Chambers of Commerce, Whaler's
Catch Restaurant and WKMS,The
Yeiser Art Center, at 200 Broadway in
Paducah, is pleased to host work by
the faculty from the Department of Art
at Murray State University. A grand
opening reception and Paducah Murray Holiday Business Mixer,"A
Festivus for the Rest of Us", is
planned for Thursday, Dec. 15 from 5
- 7 p.m. Exhibit dates are Dec. 3, 005
through Jan. 7, 2006. This is open to
all Chamber members.
•On Dec. 10 and Dec. 17,100
percent of the fares to ride on The
Saturday Shopping Service Route with

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber Photo
Ann Kelly Quertermous, Melissa Finklea and Sally Hopkins of the Chamber of Commerce board walked
with the Chamber float during the Christmas parade. A group effort of local merchants, the float promoted local shopping for the holidays. For more information on purchasing Chamber Checks or Murray
Collection note cards for gift giving, stop by the Chamber at 805 N. 121h.
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
Keenland Dr.. Murray, 753-8062.
MI Heritage Bank, 210 N. 12th St.,
will be donated to the United Way of
•Bailey's Lawn and Dirt Service,
Jan. 12, 4 - 6 p.m.(groundbreaking at
Murray and Calloway County. Any
Steve Bailey, 9863 St. Rt. 94E.,
4 p.m./after hours to follow).
additional donations are appreciated.
Murray, 753-2452.
Regular fares apply.
For more information on becoming
Upcoming Ribbon
a member of the Murray-Calloway
Welcome New Chamber
County Chamber of Commerce or
Cuttings/Business After Hours
Members
III Twin Lakes d.b.a. Petter Business hosting a Chamber event contact Tab
Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at 751•('<immunity Greeting Service,
Systems, 516 Main St., Dec. 15, 1:30
5171
Barbara Goetz Jackson. 1700
p.m.(new business partnership).

United Way Donation

Photo provided
The Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation recently made a contribution to the
United Way of Murray-Calloway County. Pictured (from left) are Joanna Bailey,
Briggs & Stratton United Way Campaign Co-Chair; Peggy Billington, United Way
Director; Rodney Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton Plant Manager; Alice Rouse, 2005
United Way Chair; and Sherrie Holbrook, Briggs & Stratton United Way Campaign
Co-Chair. Briggs & Stratton employees donate funds from their checks and Briggs
& Stratton matches funds up to $14,000.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo
Several students and employees of Martial Arts America were awarded various honors
by chief instructor Tung Dinh during the school's 2005 Christmas Awards Banquet at
MSU's Curris Center on Sunday. Pictured here (left to right) are Master Tung Dinh,
Master John Withee, who has recently achieved a fourth-degree black belt; Alli Hill, junior student of the year; Kayla Melton, adult student of the year; Laura Obin, Wee Care
Too teacher of the year; Hailey Tidwell, MAP student of the year; and Terry Alexander.
Wee Care teacher of the year.

Flu pandemic could push U.S. economy into recession
WASHINGTON (AP) —A flu
pandemic would wreak havoc
on the economy, which is why
Congress should move quickly
to improve the nation's preparedness, Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist says.
Frist said the $7.1 billion that
the Bush administration seeks
for more medicine and better
surveillance accounts for only
about I percent of the hit that the
economy would take if a pandemic were to occur.
"A$675 billion hit to the econ-

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo
Tung Dinh (left), owner of Martial Arts America, and David
Parker (right), owner of Parker Ford, present the keys to
a new, 40th anniversary 2004 Ford Mustang to Michelle
Drive residents Tim and Emily Stark during Martial Arts
America's annual Christmas Awards Banquet Sunday
afternoon. The winners were awarded after their car keys
were drawn out of a bowl of entries by Parker.

Business News & Notes
Found Each Saturday
In the Murray
Ledger & Times!

omy is without question a grim
prognosis," said Frist. R-Tenn..
said Thursday. "The good news
is that our hands are not tied."
Frist cited a Congressional
Budget Office report released
Thursday that studied the impact
a pandemic would have on the
economy. It estimates the
chances of such a severe flu are
less than one-third of 1 percent
annually.
Thursday's report analyzed a
worst-case scenario, similar to
the 1918-1919 Spanish flu that

took hold around the world.
The CB0 defined a severe
pandemic scenario as one in
which 90 million Americans are
infected and 2 million die.
About 30 percent of workers in
urban areas would become sick,
and 2.5 percent of those would
die.

First among those proposals
was the formation of a communications structure that would
update the public every 6-8
hours about symptoms, cases
and outbreak locations.
The CB0 report said that most
people would simply stay home
to avoid the bird flu.
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State Auto's Series One Business
Policy is perfect for small-to
mid-size businesses. It's simple,
complete coverage. It gives you
big business benefits, but at small
business prices. Plus you can
count on State Auto for professional and courteous service.
Call today for more information.

McNutt
•

Insurance

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square
Your best insurance is a good agent
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Greg McNutt

Earleene Woods
2005 Realtor ofthe Year

John Paul Nix
2005 Hoyt Roberts Award
Murray/Calloway County Board of Realtors
We're very proud ofyou.

e StaffofKopperud Realty

